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In Our 98th Year Murray, ky-., Friday Afternoon. JanL-1', :4 1977
LAST DAY FOR FUN-Thursday was the last day this group of Murray High students had to slide down the slope at Cid-
chin Field. Murray High was back in session today. Schools in the county system were dismissed. Incidentally, this gro
up
claims to have set a record by having 14 people in their pyramid, which made it all the way to the bottom of 
the. hill
before wiping out. (Mail Photo by Make Btandon
)
Four Murray men pleaded not guilty
before U. S. Magistrate Ron Daniels in
Paducah Thursday to federal drug
trafficking charges.
Trials were set for March 14 for Dr.
James Ray Ammons, a Murray
physiciarr,--WILUFn Greg Lawson, Dan
Anderson, and Towsun A. Yoruk. All
four waived formal arraignment
proceedings and .entered pleas of not
guilty.
Dr. Ammons and Lawson were
permitted to remain free on $5,000
bonds which they had posted earlier.
Anderson was released on $5,060 bond a
short time after the proceedings, while
Yoruk remained in custody in lieu of
$5,000 bond.
The four were indicted by a U. S.,
grand jury in Louisville Jan. 4. They
were arrested the same day and placed
in custody in Paducah. The 12-count
indictment charged the men with the
following offenses, according to U. S.
Attorney George Long:
- Count One charges that all four
men conspired to purchase up to $20000
worth of marijuana in Ocala, Fla.,
through two unindicted co-
conspirators, William J. Boyden and
Carl Scarbrough, both of Murray.
- Count Two charges, Dr. Ammons.
with illegal distribution of 60 tablets of
dilaudid, a narcotic prescription drug.
to Boyden and Scarbrough.
- Counts Three through Five charge
Dr. Ammons with the distribution of
LSD, cocaine and _marijuana,. during
Ocfober, 1976.
- Counts Sia thosogh _11 of the in-
dictment alleges tfiat the physician
illegally distributed a number of drugs,
Sound System Bid
Accepted By Board
Members of the Murray Independent
Board of Education in the meeting last
night accepted the bid of Century
Custom Recording Service for 0,880 for
the inallation of a sound system for
Murray High School.
The various bids for the sound system
were reviewed by the board and
Architect Pat Gingles with the Century
bid considered as the lowest and best
bid for the Installation of the system.
Architect Gingles also sent final
plans and specifications to the various
state agencies for the heating and
rewiring of the Murray Middle School,
and bids for this project will be ad-
vertised at a later date, according to
Superintendent Fred Schultz.
The superintendent briefed the
board on the school closings due to the
inclement weather condition, and the
board authorized Supt. Fred Schultz to
the two additional days for
professional or in-service_ days if it \
would not be suitable for students to be
in school due to ice and snow contlitiohs.
The firm of Richardson and
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office
has announced that there will be a 10
per cent penalty added to all property
--taxes not paid by Feb. 1.
Taxes are now due and payable for
bills received in 1976, and may be paid
in the sheriff's office.
, Precipitation becoming snow tonight
\before ending Saturday. Lows tonight
Mahe low 20s. Highs Saturday in the
mid to. upkier 20s. Winds light nor-
thwesterly tonight. Precipitation
chances 60 per cent tonight and 30 per
cent Saturday.
Trevathan presented the audit of the
Murray Head ̀Start for the period en-
ding August 1, 1976 which was reviewed
lay_the board_ Figures show the federal
funds were for $44,370, and the local in-
kind contributions were $26,862.07.
including cocaine to Judy English. of
Murray, during the period from
December, 1975, to September, 1976.
Ms. English was not charged in any
indictment. . .
- Count 12 charges Yoruli with the
distribution of a controlled substance,
desoxyn, to Boyden and Scarbrough. '
According to Long, the conspiracy
charge against all four is punishable by
up to 15 years in prison and-or a- $5,000
fine for each person convicted.
- Dr. Ammons, on the multiple counts
involving distribution of drugs, upon
conviction could face a prison sentence
of up to 30 years and fines of more than
$5,000, accordingto Long.
• Dr. Ammons and Yoridr had earlier
been charged by Calloway._ County
authorities with trafficking drugs,
including cocaine and- dilaudid by the
doctor apd.desoXyn by Yoruk. They
were free under $2,500 bond at the time
of their arrest with Anderson and
Lawson on the federal charges.
Local officials have said the federal
charges eorrespood to some of the local
charges filed against the pair last
October. and will take precedence.
Local officials also said that. the
February Grand Jury will investigate.'
allegations of drug trafficking in the
- county-to hopefully cover ony-effen-ses




Three new board Members were
sworn in and officers' were elected
Thursday night at the regular monthly
meeting of the Calloway County Board
of Education.
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris swore in Ferrel Miller. I,ubie,
Parrish and Billy Joe Kingins as new
members. The board elected Joe Dyer
as chairman and Walter Byars as vice-
chairman, -•
The board also recognized ',outgoing .,
member-BillyJoe Stubblefield fey. las 12
years of service to the board.
Harris spoke briefly with the board
and expressed his desire to cooperate
with the board in bringing school board
district boundaries in line with the
voting precinct boundaries.
The board authorized- paymentsato
Castleberry Associates Architects to
complete the library-cafeteria project
at Calloway County . High School.
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose said the
construction would .probably not 6e
completed in time to use during this
schooilyear.
, The board also approved payments to
Crouch Construction Company for their
services. .-
In other action, the-boar'd.,accepteit
• several resigntions and added new
personnel.
Stan Outland, who has been highly
succe&sful as the head football coach at
Grove Junior High in Paris, 'wia be
hired effective January 31 to become
the second homebound teacher in the
county school system.
Outland is being hired on the :un-
...derstanding that if the appropriate -
funds are raised to support a football
program -then he-will become the head
football coach.
The board accepted the resignations--
of Mrs. Estelle Duncan, Ebert Proctor
and Hildegard -Proctor.. The board also
recommended for employment
Stephanie L. Taylor as a teacher for the
visually impaired, Daniel Robinson and
Kathy Stone as substitute teachers.
Gris,elda Morgan as substitute cook.
Phyllis Lusk as substitute bus driver,
and hired John King. Diane Wilson,'
Robbie Proctor and Dorris Boggess as
bus drivers.
In the superintendent's report, Dr.
Rose said $7,950 has been raised thus
far to begin-the football program. The
goal is $25,000. If that goal is met, all
three county elementary, schools would
play football on the seventh and eighth
grade, level. next year while Calleway
Count)' High School would start a junior
varsity program. a
The board also recommended that
.Dr. Rose.seek a fulltime maintenance
person to Work in the county school
system.
- 7h1-next rneetinOrthe beard will be
February 11„
oning In Two Areas
The Murray City Ceitricil voted last
night to change the zoning on several
pieces of property in two areas of the
city to allow professiOnal office
buildings.
With string opposition, the council_
passed by a 6-5 vote a recommendation
from the Murray Planning Commission
changethe toning-Of two Iota- owned
by Sid andlairetta Jobs on Sfcamore
'Street, and one lot owned by Mrs. J. M.
.-Maashatt err•Sontit 12th Street to
irofeasioealietfieca----------- 
Councilman -Howard Koenen, in
opposing the zoning change, said "Our
government gave the residents on 13th
Street protection in the form of an R-2
zone. I can appreciate the need for.
office space, but I can't justify the need
for putting this on 13th Street and en-
-croaching on a residential zone. I just
can't buy the proposition. I could buy
the Marshall property separately, or
the middle Jobs lot, but not on 13th.-
. The Marshall lot is located just north
of Roberts Realty on 12th Street, which
is also zoned P-0. The Jobs lots are
just west of the Roberts site,
and face Sycamore Street. The
westernmost lot of the Jobs is on the
corner of 13th and Sycamore Streets.
Opposition was heard from several
residents of the 13th Street area, who
favored leaving the neighborhood
entirely residential. •
Councilman Ed Chrisman, who also
voted against the zoning change, said
he felt the council should wait for the
Charges against a Callowayttninty --
man were dropped in Murray City
Court after it wa discovered  _that he.
had been falsely identified, according
to ceurt records.
Ronald E. Orten, 18, Route Two, Box
247, had been charged with knowingly
receiving stolen property in excess of.
$100, based on an affidavit signed by!
two other individuals-.
Court records show that Orten was
cleared of all charges after the two
other individuals admitted that they
- hactidentified the wrong man in their--
'affidavit.
emphasized---thot ii
completely a case of mistaken identity,
--and that .Orten had no connection
whatsoever-irr-lhe receiving of stolen
merchandise.
TODAY'S INDEX
- One Section Today
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results of a study now underway by City
Planner Steve- Zea, in which zonitog for
the part of 12th Street between
Sycamore and Chestnut will be
recommended. That study is expected
to beready in about two months.
Mrs. Jobs defeoded her request,
saying that there are letters on file with
-the city planner favoring the change, -
and that the l'esidents -immediately 
adjacent to her property are not op-.
-eiesed Lathe zoning change. • •
_Those Noting -agoiest the proposal-to-
change the zoning were Councilmen
Arnold, Chrisman, Koenen, Rushing
and Willis. Favoring the change were
Furches, Hale, Lee,' Lowry, Rickman,
and Stalls.
Another recommendation fos-
zoning from the planning commission
was approved unanimously -by the
'council. That change involved_.
properties on South Eighth Street,
across from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The four houses in-
volved are owned by W. R. Perry, Nate
Beale, Mildred Barnett, and Dr.
Charles Clark, who plans to occupy tnat
house as office space until the new
medical arts building is completed at
the hospital.
Murray Realtor Wayne Wilson was
also at the meeting, to request that the
council reconsider the denial of Ns
request for a zoning change by the
Murray Planning Commission.
Wilson had requested that a house on
North 12th Street be rezoned from
residential to P-0. The commission
turned down the request; saying it
would be spat zoning, and also cited the
study which is being done on 12th,
which would include-. the Wilson
Property.
. Wilson told the council that he was
discriminated against by the com-
mission, and that he plans to take legal
action if necessary. He noted that he
would Prefer to bring the matter before
the ci4 council.'
—Off ce rim y orney e
Overbey, Mayor Scott told Wilson that
there is no action that the council can
take orethe matter. The Murray realtor
then promised legal action over the
In other action, the council voted to
give the authority for Mayor John Scott
to borrow up to $100,000 for operating
capital for the city. Councilman Melvin
Ele_nley, in making that report to the
council, said "We're drifting over a-gain
where we have to watch our money-_ .
more closely than in the past." Most of
that money will,pe borrowed from the
revenue sharing funds which the city
already has.
A bid from the Minter Roofing Co. for
a $1,250' 'repair job On the 'Murray'a
Mausoleum roof was approved.
Ronnie Dale Barnett, 23, As hired by
-unanimous vote to fill -a vacancy on the.
Mei ay Fire- -Department --- Howard
Koenen, fire department committee-
-a- enaironon. -reported --that-Barnett was
_the top Apo] lean t _and j.bat all Joificiels 
concerned felt "very fortunate to have
him with us."13arriett is now employed
at Mercy Ambulance Service. He holds
Emergency Medical Teehnician and
National EMT ratings, and. is a
member of the Calloway .County Fire
Rescue Unit.
A resolution to deed the Robertson
School property back to the city school
system was approved by the council.
The property was sold in 1961 to the city
in order that the city could sell bonds to
finance the building. Those bonds are
new paid off by the school system.
Howard Koenen was apprihrerT as
recommended by Major Scott to
represent the council on the electric
plant board, and Mrs. Hale reported the
receipt of a $75,594 revenue sharing
check.
Councilman Dave Willis reported
that the Murray Sanitation Department
has not been making the residential
route due to the snow and ice in the city.
He noted that the sanitation workers
haye been making their. commercial
'rout& and have also been al5i5ting the
street dePartmentin clearing streets.
-- He reported that residential service
will resume on Monday, but requested'
that if driveways and yards are otill
covered with snow- and ice that
residents place their trash cans at the
curb, in order that they may be picked
up. He noted that the workers are not
-- able to go behind homes to pick up the
atina *hen griffei and ice are preterit-.. .._
Restaurant was at the council meeting
.to request police assistance in several
acts of vandalism that have been oc-
curing in the area of his restaurapt_The...,..
new owner reported that several cars
had been struck with snowballs in
recent days, and that one councilman
was among those who suffered broken
windshields due to the snowballs.
Po:114:f chid Hunt Manning promised
to do whatever possible to correct the
situation. _
- Murray State football coach Bill
Furgerson will meet Sunday with the
Calloway County Athletic Booster Club
and concerned county citizens to
'discuss a football program for the
coun 'schools.
The meeting will be held at 2 p. m. at
Calloway County High School.
The- format will feature a question-
arfswer series -with Furgerson and
county school officials participating.
Proposed for '1977 are seventh and
eighth grade teams at all the county
elementary schools plus a junior
varsity at ,he high school level.
Calloway: County _High School hopes
to have a varsity football program -
Within two years.
Thus far. $7,950 has been raised
toward the $25,000 goaratich is 'needed
to begin-the football program.
MEMBERS SWORN IN-Three newly. elected .memblos sere 
sworn to oath of office at the Calloway, County Board of
Education meeting Thursday. Froirn left to right are board 
members Billy Joe Kingins. Ferrel 41iller.lubie Ifarrish and Coun-
ty Court Clerk Marvin Harris. t a .
- •
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I Mr. and Mrs. EdwardsMarried For 71 Years
Seventy-one years ago on January 12 William Marvin Ed-
wards, 20, and Arlie Pearl Wilson, 16, told their families they
were going to church. Instead, they eloped to Crossland, Tenn.,
a tiny town just acrossthe state line, and got married.
Mrs. Edwards, now 89, told a spokesman at Calvert City
Convalescent Center where she and her husband have lived for—
the past year, her folitsclidn't want her to date William Ed-
wards, now.91. She said they thought he was lazy. Besides, her -
family had already picked out a husband for her.
The Edwards lived on opposite sides of Clarks River in
Backusburg, in Calloway County before they eloped. _They'
later moved to Marshall County where they have lived for 59
years. Except for one year when he worked in Detroit, Mich.,
Mr. Edwards fanned throughout their marriage until he=
retired.
Although Mrs. Edwards can't walk, the convalescent center
spokesman said the couple remains quite jolly and humorous.
She said Mr. Edwards Is in remirkable health.
The couple has had inembersbip in the Carter Mill Holiness
Church most of their married he, the spokesman said. Mrs.
Edwards stressed that a justice of the peace didn't marry her
and her husband as a newspaper article said when they
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. She said a
preacher performed the ceremony.
Five of the couple's nine children are living. They are Rubel
Edwards-, Benton; Mrs. Armenta Duncan, Calvert City; Leon
Edwards-, Detorit, -Mkt ; Trey,' Watson, Cleveland, Ohio, and
Pauline Princz, Roseville, Mich. the couple has 14 grand-
children, 19 great=grandchildren 'arid one greif-great: -
Mishit& •




. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Cates
of Sedalia are the parents of a
baby boy, Robert Chet, born
on Saturday, January 8, at the
Murray-Calloway County
lEnspital.
: Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Earl Cates of
Mayfield Route One and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Paschall of
Mayfield Route Seven.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers elm have net
received time heam-deliverest
copy of Thu Merrey Longer &
Times by 5:30 p. as.
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. ea Stew-
days are woad to call
between 5:30 p. m. end 6 p.
fAerniatfrridary, or 3:30 p.
and 4p. as. Saterilays, to Were
denary if tits newspaper. Calls
most be pieced by bp. as. week.







Citizens will hold its regular
monthly meeting on Monday,
January 17, at 6:30 p. m. on





All members and interested
Persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
BENTON PATIENT
Joe Thweatt of Hardin was




1VIrs. Steve Bell of Murray
Route Five has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
To Marry In March
"If
hiss Patti in Miler
and Carl avne Ilosford
Joe Rob Miller of Murray. announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of his only daughter, Patti Jo, to Carl
Wayne Hosford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hosford, also of
Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1975 graduate of Murray High School, is
presently a junior majoring in speech and hearing at Murray
State University. +is
Mr. Hosford, a 1973 graduate of Murray High School, is a
third year apprentice electrician and employed by Wells' Elec-
tric.
The wedding vows will be , Mareh 11,
at seven p.m. at the Flint Baptist Church with a reception to
follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends
and relatives of the couple are cordially invited to attend.
Ronnie Ross Elected
As Master Of Lodge
Ronnie Ross was elected as Junior Deacon, Duane Brown,
Worshipful Master of Temple as secretary, Charlie Lassiter,
Hill Lodge No. 216 Free and as treasurer, Cecil Taylor, as
Accepted Masons at the Tyler, Carl Dalton, 'as Senior
meeting held Tuesday, Steward, Barton Jones, as
December 27, at the Lodge Junior Steward, Larry
Hall. Phillips; as Marshall, John
Elected as Senior Warden Grogan, and as Chaplain, A.
was Larry Roberts, as Junior W. Galloway.
Warden, Larry Bell, as Senior The Lodge meets the first
Deacon, Billy Miller, as Saturday night of each month.
P ED PLES Elte‘NK
©TELLER 24
_ ,
A NEW VIEW OF THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE!
Once upon a time there was a rabbit boasting of
his speed before the other animals. Among the
animals was a little turtle that had heard all she
wanted to hear and turned and plodded off.
"Where are you going?" asked the rabbit. "To the
bank," answered the turtle. "You'll never make it,'
cHided the rabbit. "The bank closes in five Minutes,
but I'll get there because I can really run fast."
As it happened the rabbit arrived at his bank one
minute late and it was closed: The turtle just kept up --
her leisurely pace as she knew she didn't have to
hurry. She could do her banking any time she got
there because she had a Teller-244card from Peoples
Bank.
The moral of the story is: the one who wins is the one
with a Teller-24 card from Peoples Bank!
Teller 24's at:
North Office —
North 12th & Chestnut
Sotith Office—
South 12th & Story
anew
WOW I I P Si BANK(..)/MITRRAY KY.
Member !DK
a
Open 24 hours a day — 7 days a week
'Duo. Abbt
Does Belief in Santa
Hurt Little Children?
By Abigail Van Buren
r977 by C.1,cago Tr 'bun* NO Nora Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: Is there away my child can enjoy the fun
of believing in Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny without
being lied to?
It dees*.t'seem tair to tell a trusting child such lies, and,-
vet IL -to deprive him of the pleasure of fantasizing
.aliotie make-believe characters.
Ws= is still a wee baby, and 1 hate lyingto him,
knowing that one day he'll learn the truth and wonder how
many others Things I lied about.
DEBBIE
DEAR DEBB1ELChildhood fantasies are. not only Inn
fbr•children, but also useful aids in developing healthy
imaginations and creativity. If you tell your child from the
start that Santa, The Easter Bunny (and don't forget the
Tooth Fairy) are all make-believe characters, they won't
feel deceived when they learn the truth..
The mistake most parents make is to insist that these
imaginary characters actually exist after the child has
questioned their authenticity.
DEAR ABBY: This may read like a soap opera, but
every word is true.
I am 17 and for two years I dated a certain boy. We loved
each other very much and even planned to marry some
day.
Last spring we had a terrible fight when I discovered he
-had dated someone behind my back. We said some awful
things to each other, and I told him I never wanted to see
him again.
Three days later he signed up for the Air Force and
started dating anothedlgirl. Before leaving for the service
they announced their wedding plans. He left without even
saying goodby.
Six months later he wrote me, saying that regardless of
his plans, he could not forget me- or what we meant to each
other. (Lord knows, I've ayer forgotten him!)
I'm heartbroken about his engagement and want so
much to write back and. tell him so. My friends insist that
his is marrying the girl on the_rebound. Even his family
was stunned by his anhouncement. .
  what -should I dtf?- Should -I keep. quiet and
preserve my pride? Or should I speak the truth, even
though it may .be worth nothing?
TORN
DEAR. TORN: Common courtesy demands ,t,hat you
answer the letter. I see no harm in writing truthfully about'
the depth of your feelings for this "certain boy." But the
next move insist be his.
DEAR A BBY :.Our_Earents have been asking us that we




How To Avoid The,Appliance 'Servicemen
A few simple checks might
'save you the cost of a servicf
call_ on your non-pperaling
appliance.
Believ• it or not, more
than one homemaker is daily
embarrassed when the service-
man deduces the cause of her
problem as an unplugged elec-
trical cord or a blown fuse.
And iriseven more embarras-
sing when
minimum charge for the
service call.
Quality appliartee service is
not inexpensive since the serv-
ice technician must bring his
"shop on wheels" to your
door. General Electric Com-
pany, for example, estimates
evenoits most proficient service
technicians, operating 0454 of
radici-dispatch "stockrooms
on wheels," can manage only
about eight trvics8ralls a day.
To help you avoid the ex -
to fix an appliance that is per-
formingperfectly', pEsuggettk
you first check your instruc-
tion book for pdssible rea-
sons, as most carry basic
- troubleshooting information.
If you've- misplaced it,
here's a quick rhecklist of
common problems worth sav-
ing and following.
• If the appliance operates
on electricity, make certain it
is plugged in. If it runs on gas,
check to see that the pilot is lit.
• Cherk for blown fuses
or tripped circuit breakers,
which can result from over-
loads on the electrical system.
• Are doors securely
closed? Most washers and
dryers, for example, have elec-
trical interlocks which prevent
operation if doors are not
fully closed:.
• Examine the controls to
see if they are set properly.
A 'refrigerator won't refriger-
ate if the temperature control
dial has been inadvertently
turned to OFF.
-- • If it dishwasher or auto-
t not -fill with - --
water, see if the main water
supply has been turned off in
the home or by the water
company for repairs.
If, after all •these checks,
the appliance is .still on the
blink, then it is time .to get •
professional help. Having the
model number Of the ap-
pliance- _available when you
call is a good idsm;, •
thiw long wilrkou have to
yit for service'? That can vary
greatly — from a few hours to
on
- the proximity of the servicer
rand how well he is staffed.General 'Electric the na-
„tion's largest appliiineemakery
-presently has a "Customer
Care Service Faerywhere" net-
work consisting of factory
service centers in more :than
100 majer--markets, comple- .
mented by 5,000 factory
_ trained serv icing dealers and in-
dependent servicing agencies.
_ All service calls by factory ,
technicians are "by appoint-
ment" with the customer —
-„ivithin a promised four-hour
time span — and the GE
standard is to complete 80%
either on the day they are re-
ceived or the following day.
Be sure to sweep the dust from under your refrigerator.
It's dark and warm there-a perfect breeding" ground fo
insects and their eggs.
Carpet colors
DALTON, Ga. i AP ) - Earth-
tone colors are the "in" thing in
carpet fort- winter and. spring, •
according1olirti:TheICOlter,1
'member of the Style and Design
Council of the Carpet and Rug
Institute.
Rust, white, and sand-are the
big colors, with yellows-or-tad
holding their own currently, and
warm pinks doing well. Mrs.
Koller says:'
-They work beautifully with
the creamy whites and a wide
browns, copper and earth
tones."
As for carpet specialties, a
carpeted wall is a popular
_stes.4.ntr. ftauge_,. becalse it
keeps heat in during the winter
and out during the summer,
Mrs.. Koller adds:
"-Carpets conserve physical
energy as well as fuel energy,
and also provide environmental
insulation as Well."
Dear Mom and Dad: We would like you both to quit
smoking, for your sake and ours. Here are our reasons.
First, there's a good chance you'll get cancer, and we
love you too much for that. Second, the smoke bothers us,
- -especially-when. you -sit -by us watching .TV or- at the dinner-
table. Third, nothing in our home smells clean and fresh.
The tale scent of smoke is everywhere, Fourth, smoking
gives you-bad breath, and-vie find ourselves bolding-our
breaths when we kiss you hello and goodby.
















Program Information 753 3311
CAPP I Iliru Jan. 26th7:30 9:30+2:30 Sun.
IF YOU'VE GOT
A TASTE FOR TERROR...






If only they knew she had the power.
• SISSY SPACEK
TRAVOI.IAT,w,P1PfR LAURIE LAWRENCE D
KIDSHOW








Tonite & Sat. 11:40
"Only In
My Dreams"





















































































Exhibition of weaving by
Arturo Sandoval will be in the
'Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts -Canter
through February 9. Sandoval
will speak at the opening at
seven p.m. in the gallery.
Exhibition of works by
Dennis L. Matthews,
Fredericktown, Mo., sculp-
ture, works by Gary Pace,
Barlow, and a three-
dimensional exhibit by Mary
Handshy, Springfield, Ill., will




Citizens will-meet at 6: 30 R. m.




Humane Society will meet
at Calloway County Public
Library at seven p. m. with
Charlie Snyder to discuss
"Care of New Pets."
Bluegrass State cp Club
will meet at the Court House
at seven p. m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
Exhibition of drawings by A. M. will meet at the lodge
Vernon Town, Murray State hall, Main Street. at : lOp. fn.
Art faculty member': will be at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery Theta 'Department, Murray
through February-9. Woman%s Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. with Mona Purdom.
saturdAY JanuArY 
R. N., as speaker.
, 
Murray Shrine Club will Recovery„Inc., wW meet 'at'
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
have a noon luncheon at the
Triangle Inn with 'Mrs. A. C.




The Week of, Prayer and Self
Denial program of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will be at the church at
two p.m.
Acteens I and II of First
Baptist Church will have a
pizza party in the church
parsonage at five p. m.
First Baptist Church Youth
Fellowship will be held at




will meet at the home of Jan
Kind, 1805 Sherry Lane,
Murray, at nine a. m.
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Betty
- Gentry at seven p.. m.
Lunch for Senior Citizens
will be served at noon at the
North Second community
Center with filmstrips and
discussion to follow. Donation
for meal requested.
Tuesday, January 18
-Murray Unit of the
Salvation Army is scheduled
to hold its committee meeting
at the Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Karen Housden
at one p. m._
WMU Council of First
Baptist Church will meet in
the church parlor at 9:30 a. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
• •
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
with arts and crafts discussion
at 10:30 a. m., sack lunch at







 -FragetS Linke- • ' 
FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARM
(Mar. 21 to Apr.-213) grA
Stars favor a new approach to
difficult problems, con-
solidation of gains made in the
past. Start looking now — for
improved returns.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6467-
Ventures which require
considerable study and know-
how should succeed. In personal
relationships, however, some
"clouds" on. the horizon stress a
need for tact, discretion.
GEMINI
(May M to June 21) 11145P
Under present influences, you
can do a terrific job in
promoting yourself and your
interests. New ideas should
work out well.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Personal relationships in
excellent favor. Social or
business get-togethers resultful.
You should have a good day.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. M) (124z
Don't take others — or
yourself — too seriously. A bit of









\ See Our Large.,.
Selection of
terests.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly' energetic person; en-
dowed with a lively imagination
and unusual versatility along_
creative lines. You are an ex-
cellent organizer but may
overly elaborate details. You
strike out for the extraordinary
and become so enthused that
you corral others' interest and
usually achieve' outsized at-
tainment. You have a strong
will — sometimes even too
.4trong for, once having become
let on any principle or idea, it
takes a long time, if ever, to
change your mind. Try to be
more flexible, and DO listen.
Sometimes the "other fellow"
DOES have some good ideas.
Fields in sitich you could attain
your greatest succeSses:
science, literature; the drama,
_journalism theaphic arts.
Birthclate of: Martin Luther
King. Amer. civil gihts leader.
for your morale.
VIRGO WPtil(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mixed influences. You can
hold your own through
thoughtful management — -plus
a dash of imagination. Take
peitalble -changes of plan- irr
stride.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Better than ordinary ad-
vantages for you, but don't
force issues. In all things, look
below the surface. Don't be
taken in by superficialities.
SCOIRPIO •
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) MAP
You may have mixed feelings
about some matters, a sense of
confusion. Take sufficient time
to know what is expected of you
and how best to go about iLlind_
DON'T worry.
)6#SAGITTARIUS( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Indicated now: several
revitalizing hours which you
can use to excellent advantage;
impressive - developments by
which you can profit.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
If you take minor annoyances
In stride, as you usually do, you
should enjoy your day. Chosen
goals are nearer. Increased
favors indicated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
• Your personal ambitions may
be dependent on some trends
Indicated in- the day's news.
Adjustments are bound to
follow.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
XC.
A day _when you can sit back
and rest on your laurels - with
Warm satisfaction. Hours after




January is a meath of
beginnings • time to set our
goals and try for the best in us.
The following prayer by
Douglas MacArthur could well
challenge any parent...
A Father's Prayer — Build
me a son, 0 Lord, who will be
strong enough to know when
he ii weak, and brave enough
to face himself when he is
afraid; one who will be proud
and unbending in honest
defeat, and humble and gentle
in victory.
Build me -a son whose wish-
bone will not be where his
backbone should bt; a son who
will know Thee and that to
know himself is the foundation
stone of knowledge.
Lead him, I pray, not in the
_Wh of ease and comfort but
under the stress and spur of
'difficulties and charienge.
Here let him learn to stand up
--hi the *WM; bet* let-111211
learn compassion for those
who fail.
Build me a son whose heart
will be clear, whose goal will
be high; a son who will master
himself before he seeks to
master other men; one fib°
will learn to laugh, yet never
forget how to weep; one who
gill reach into the future, yet
never forget the past.
And after all these things
are his, add, I pray, enough of
a sense of humor, so that he
may always be serious, yet
never take himself too
seriously. Give him humility,
so that he may always
remember the simplicity of
true greatness, the open mind
of true wisdom, the meekness
of true strength. Then I, his
father, will dare to whisper, "I
have not lived in vain."
By Locbie Hart
one would go to the Japanese
Japonica and -near -it is the
marker secured by a concrete
base. I found it by accident.
Who placed it there or when, I
don't know.
Two senior citizens met at
the Ellis Center, liked each
other and were married in
October. They are Lavoie
Wyatt, president of the
organization, and Claude L
Page. He retired from the
Ford plant, Detroit. They
reside on 641 between Murray
and Hazel.
A letter from Max Hurt,
written to George and me
several years ago, closed with
the following poem, author
unknown:
The happiest business in the
world
Is that of making friends,
And no investment on the
--street- -
Pays larger dividends.
For life is 'more than sto-cks
and bonds,
And love ihat rates percent;
And he who gives in friend-
ship's name
Shall reap as he has spent.
"You can tell how big a man
is by olikervaretow merit er' •
how little it takes to
discourage him." —Holiday
buil Jan. '70.
What has happened to the
old fretght• building owned by
the railroad company? I
Understood the company of-
fered to give it to someone who
would move it. Could it be
used in the park in some useful
Way?.. . .
Progress destroys trees that
get in its way. For instance -
The Rudy Smith lot at Twelfth
and Olive has been cleared to
make way for the budding of a
restaurant. On this lot was a
beautiful silver maple. Shaped
like a designer had trained it,
had a large trunk and a few
feet from the ground several
branches made a perfect
beauty. I had hoped that it
couldbe used for the canopy of
an outdoor eating place.
- AVOID FATS
Everybody knows what fat.
is. It accumulates under your
belt _when yob.eat too. much
and exercise too little. But fat
also makes foods tastier and
meat tender. And some fat in
our diet is essential. So don't
avoid fats for fear of heart
disease and overweight. Just
he moderate in how much you
eat.
•
Calloway County Homemakers Council with Joanne Cavitt, president, presiding
heard reports by county program chairmen of the area program planning day held in
Mayfield at the meeting held January 5 at Extension office. Suggestions for ways for
-debs.te celebrate-February as International Homemakers Month were made and each
club made plans to have at least one foreign student or homemaker as a guest eat the
monthly mettirl&-Contruittees- were-selected for future activities with Judy Stabler .as..
' chairman of the Tasting luncheon and Marilyn Baize* as chairman for the Spring Trip.
Home Agent jean Cloar reported on plans to select Heritage Homes in the county and
arrangements were made for slides to be taken of the homes. The next Council.
meeting will be February 23 at 930 a.m. at the Extension office. 'Mined at the.
meeting left to right, were, front row, Molena Armstrong Burma Fulton, Glenda Hem:
don, Kittie Dillard, middle row, Judy Stahler, Anna Mae Owen, Kay Adams, Artie Morris,
Murrell Madrey, Delores Lawson, Joanne Cavitt, back row, Margaret Taylor, Dixie
Palmer, Priscilla Schanbacher, %Varna Beatty, Sue Dunn, and LaVema Hardie.
Snow cream is available —
all you can eat just for the
making. In case you never
made this dessert, here's haw
- Fill a Mewl with snow, add
sugar to taste, pour milk over
this and s& until you have the
consistency of real ice cream.
Add flavoring to taste. You'll
have to hurry, or you'll have a
howl of watery -Snow -
melts in a hurry, you know.
Announcemen6 this week
revealed cancellation of most
all schools, organizations, and
activities -.but nothing stops
our letter carriers and paper
boys_ They are the loyal ones.
Rudy Tripp, Jr. delivers my
paper in my front door.
Won't it be convenient when
we can drive to one building
- and pay all our utility bills
with one stop and one check?
This one-billing act is another
courtesy of the city. Instead of
making -three checks and
stops to pay light, water, and
gas, we can take care of it all
in one stop and one check.
.?" There is a -bronze marker -
with raised letters saying - "In
the year of our Lord 1970,
citizens of Kentucky
celebrated the twenty fifth
annivefsary of the United
Nations - Peace on Earth,
Good • will to men." The
marker is 18 x 10 inches
measurement and is planted
in the front, lawn of Oakhurst,
the president's home, Murray
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Contemporary Religious Thought
A Christian Is Different
By Earl Warlord
Supt. of Missions,
Blood River Baptist Assn.
'President-elect Jimmy Carter has
repeatedly called our attention to his
Christian conunittment as a "born
again" person. Too many of us have
desired to live in a Christian culture
without being a "peculiar people." Now
Our culture has become .so depraved
-and-,degraded that we are ntit
fortable in it any more. The world is
-TOreing-uS out to show that we are a
-peculiar people."
A Christian is a "new creation" in
Christ Jesus. His goal is different frbm
what it was in the past. He now is to
Seek the- Kingdom 71:47-Cfoel.- and HiS
righteousness" to "shew forth the
praises of-Him who hath called you out
of darkness into His marvelous light."
ALconversion, one enters the Kingdom
of God. It is as he "hungers and thirsts
after righteousness" that he keeps the
Kingdom -first" in his life.
- The attitudes of a Christian are af-
fected. He is to make love the
motivating factor in his conduct -.love
toward, God and his fellowman. He
loves others because he loves God. He
"rejoices in hope, is patient in
tribulation, continues, instant, in
prayer." He trusts God in all things
knowing that He works all things
together for good to those who love
Him." •
We are His workmanship created in
Christ Jesus unto good works which He
bath before ordained that we should
walk in them." The Christian is most
often -judged by his works. He is ex-
pected to be a helper of tlie needy, a
partaker of the burdens and griefs of
others,an active worker ill the hotlY_ of _
Christ, the church, using his own
peculiar gift to build up the fellowship.
By his actions, the Christian shows
what his priorities are. It has been said
that our priefities -Can- be evaluated by
-our engagement calendars and check
Of M tritfuldheltirprifed if -
we should evaluate ourselves by
looking where we spend our time and
money. Do our priorities show us to be
more interested in wordly or spiritual
matters? How selfish or generous are
we?
We can only grow and mature as
Christians by exercising ourselves unte
godliness. "Be not conformed to this
world, but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may
prove what is that good, and ac-
ceptable, and perfect will of God."
Romans 12:2
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 14, the 14th day
of 1977. There are 351 days left in the
year.
.
Today's .highlight in history:
On this date in 1784, the United States
ratified a peace treaty with England, 'Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
!Orin allY „endilig 1 therlcàn AineriCan poet,1807-1881-
Revolution.
011 this date -
in 1809. England and Spain formed an
alliance against Napoleon Bonaparte.
In 1814, Denmark ceded Norway to
Sweden as one of the provisions of the
Treaty of Kiel.
In 1907, an earthquake in Jamaica -
destroyed-Kingston and took 1,000 lives.
In 1914, Henry Ford's first assembly
line went into operation, vastly
reducing the time it took to manufac-
ture a car. ,
In 1953, Yugoslavia's parliament
elected Premier Tito president, by a
vote of 568-1.
In 1965, the prime ministers of
Ireland and Northern Ireland met. -It
was the first meeting-between the two
_country's heads of ,government in 43
years.
Ten years ago: A West German-
--Freneh summit-meeting-tit' Paris 
. 
proved relations between the two
countries, but they retained their dif-
ferences over the American role in
Europe.
Five years ago: The American
commander in South Vietnam, General
Creighton Abrams, left after five years'
duty in Saigon.
• One year ago: The Spanish gover-
nment drafted several thousand postal
workers into the army in an effort to
stem labor agitation which had idled
150,000 workers in the Madrid area
The -.Murray
Ledger & Times •
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4. ,Christmas Day,
New Year's bay.. and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.'
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
- Second Class Postage Paid' at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, pgable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington. Ky.. and Paris. Buchanan
and ParYear, Tenn'. $15.00 per year..
By mail to,,otheristinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-




Today's birthdays: Actress Faye
Dunaway is 36. Choreographer Gerald -
( Peter ) Arpino i 49.
Thought for today. Music is the
universal language of mankind. -
100ERG
10 Years Ago
Airman Thomas G. Walker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Walker, has been
selected for technical training' U. S.
Air Force Aircraft Equipment
repairman at Chanute Air Force Base,
Illinois..
Deaths reported include Oscar
Tabers, age 84. ,
Jackie DeShannon, actress and
recording artists from Puryear, Tenn.,
made a guest appearance on January
12 on the CBS-TV show.....'14 Three
Marriages announced include Peggy
Jean Colson to Bobby Dwain Bazzeell
on December p.
Kenneth C. Imes has been elected as
president of the Class of the Kentucky
School of Mortuary Science at
Louisville.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County High Lakers beat
Ballard County, Murray High Tigers
lost to Hickman County, and University
Colts lost to St. Mary's.
20 _Years Ago
Army. Pvt,_ Lubie.W. Ire_as_recently,
participated with the 8th Infantry
Division in -"War Hawk," a two weeks
field training exercise in Germany.
Death a reported include Zack
Jackson, age 86, and Rapert Harris,
age 51.
• Mr. and Mrs. George Hart are at-
tending the Credit Conference of the
American Bankers Association .„ at -
Chicago, Ill. Mr. Hart is Kentucky vice-
president of the Association.
Rainey Elkins and Aubrey Willough-
by were two of 31 area members of E.
Blankenship and Company Auto Parts
Distributor to go by airplane from
Iladucah to visit the AC Spark Plug
plant at Flint, Mich.
Births reported include twins, James
Dan and Vicky Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Tom Fester on January 7.
- The Rev. Walter Mischke will speak
' his recent trip. to South MrierTea aT
the meeting of the Methodist Men's r
'Club at the First Methodist Church.
Su tidal' Schooi.L son
,
By Dr. H. C.CHILES..----
Based on cup righted outlines prod., ri
the Uniform Sent, and used en pe•croiss
By H. C. Chiles
JESUS DECLARES HIS MISSION
Luke 4:14-24
After His entrance upon His public
ministry, Christ made a preaching tour
in Galilee and returned to Nazareth
with a longing to make known the way
of life to His own townspeople, all of
whom knew Him. He re,serted to the
synagogue on the Sabbath to join in
public wofship. as hadbeen His Jifelon 
Custom.
It was the custom in the synagogue
that when a distinguished visitor was
present the onetharge of the service
would invite him to read the scriptures,
andtheirdeliver-any mesa* he might
have for the people. Such an invitation
was extended to Christ and, always
alert to embrace every opportunity to
speak to the people, to preach-and to-
serve, He readily accepted the in-
vitation. In a synagogue service two
lessons were read: the one from the
Law and the other from the Prophets.
:When Christ stood to read, the scroll
of the prophet Isairittoeas handed to
Him. Turning to the sixty-first chapter
of that great preptiecY, which begins
with the statement, "The Spirit of the
Lord is upon me," He read the verses
which declared God's purpose to send
the Messiah to preach the gospel to the
poor, to heal the broken-hearted-, to
preach deliverance to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to set at
liberty those who were bruised, and to
preich the acceptable year of the Lord.
__ What a mission! Perhaps the most
significant thing about our Lord's
reading of this portion of Isaiah was
- where He stopped in the middle of a
sentence, with only a comma
„separating it from the next words. Had
fie read more, Christ' could not have
given•the explanation.which He did.
When Christ finished reading, He
gave the scroll back to the , attendant
•
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is, a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast.- If you have a question- -or- a -
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alelandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am planning on
retiring next year.. I would like to..try
and keep myself busy after retiring but
I have not come up with ariy ideas yet. I
would be interested in starting my own
business. Do you have any information
okthis? J. C.
ANSWER,: The Small Business
Administration in Washington-, D-.
has a long list of free publications on
this subject, such as handicrafts and
home business, the nursery business,
bookstores, job printing shops, wood-
working shops, hobby shops, marketing
research procedures, basic library
reference sources, real estate business
and manY more. Also, several booklets
are available-through the Government
Printing Office, ranging in price from
35 cents to $1.
Write to Heartline - Extra Income,
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381 for a free list of these,
publications. Send a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request. 
• 
HEARTLINE: Is it re\iuired by law
that everyone have a Social Security
number?
ANSWER: No.However, anyone who
is employed in work covered by Social
Security must have a number, for
proper recording of his earnings.
I Let's Stay Well
Roughage May Help Diverticulosis
By F.11- BlasMgarne. MD - 3
L.D.. past age50. writes
Itihat She had her colon X-rayed
recently as a part of her general
Checkup . She was told that'she
had diverticulosis, but she is
having no symptoms, • .
Sbe was surprised when her
physician told her that she
needed no medicine. Also, he ad-
vised her louse a bulky diet with
high roughage content. She has a
neighbor who has .similar trou-
ble and who avoids bulky foods
.ond carefully Observes a soft
diet. She asks for comment.
A Since you Are having no.
'
symptonn you do not need
medication. Diverticulosis
usually occurs in later life in
small pockets fdiverticulai that
protrude through the muscular
layer of the colon wall
_Constipation and spastic colitis
cause an increase in pressure in-
side the-colon KeePing the .svol
soft with roughage prevents
paekuig of the stool and en-
courages more frequent bowel
movements, relieving some of
the increase in pressure Thus,
•Ws_kund a a diet usually maliA
a laxative urincecessary
' Occasionally a diverticulum
may bleed, and red blood ap-
pears in the stool If me of the
llockets becomes inflamed, it is
galled diverticulitis. This may
- cause soreness and tenderness in
the lower atdonten, usually on
the left Some fever may be pre-
sent With such symptoms one




Q: Ms. W P. has heard that'
cockroaches are harmless and
are, not , asiciated vnth • any
human diseases. She wonders if "
this is true.
A: cockroaches have long
been Considered harmless so far
as disease is concerned
-However, Chicago Medical
researcher Benn Kang reported
that she l'ound 72 patients suffer-
ing from bronchial asthma that
she feels was related to inhaling
cockroach derivatives She •
believes that cockroaches die
and disintegrate and become a
part of the dust that is inhaled
oi.00t Krt t hod nciu. ftIt..
• "onimittee on
• OPEVIOA PA_ 
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who had handed it to Him, and sat
down, which was a sire sign that He
was about to speak. This was in keeping
with the Jewish custom - they stood
when they read and sat when they
taught. The attention of all who were
present was concentrated on Jesus.
They wondered how He would interpret
what He had read. Christ made the
explicit and star,tling declaration pat
Isaiah's prophecy was fulfilled in Him.
Wheri they began to think about the
claims that Christ had made for
Himself, they became very angry at
what He had said. They were highly
prejudiced against the truth which He
had declared, so -they -inuneernitely
began to quibble about the messenger.
They refused to believe what Christ had
said because they regarded Him only as
the -son of a local, carpenter, whOse
name was Joseph. Those who rejected
Christ and His message had- been
blinded by inglifficient information and
hardness of heart.
Bitterly resentful of what Christ had
clanned with reference to Himself, they
resolved that they would put Him to
death. They refused to believe the truth
which He "taught, and therefore
rejected both the Messiah and His
message. They cast Him out of
Nazareth and intended to throw Him
over a precipice nearby. But God's -
purposes could not be thwarted, so
Christ miraculously passed through
their midst, went His way, and was not
harmed by these, prejudiced town-
speople. They demanded a miracle,o
one was performed by their being
prevented from laying their hands Upon
Him, for He disappeared at the very
time they wanted to kill Him. How
tragic though when Christ turns from
an individual or a people because He
takes with Him what all sorely need,
which is salvation from sin through and,
by Him!
dakilte.
Certain other federal agencies also
have regulations requiring the use of
Social Security numbers in their
programs: the Internal Revenue
Service_ requires all tax payers to use
the number as the taxpayer iden-
tification number; the military ser-
vices now useSociat SCCUritY unitivi a
in place of serial numbers; the number
is requirement of eligibility for
assistance under the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC)
program.
Many other public and private
agencies ask for the number on their
forms and applications, but such
requests are generally not based on any
legal requirements.
For a better understanding of the
Social Security program, Heartline has
developed "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security." This bookis in easrto-
understand, question-and-answer form
and in large print. It carries a full
money-back guarantee if you are not
satisfied.
To order, send $2 to "Headline's
Guide to Social Security," Box 4994,









The second child of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene McCutcheon was born last night
at about 5:30. The daughter weighed in
at 3 pounds;13 ounces. - -
No word on the name as yet. We saw
Gene at nine p.m. last night, and both
-mother aneklatighter-were-doingwell.
A note from oar editor this morning
indicated that he was up to about five
a.m. today, ,and- then went ,home to
recuperate, so we haven't had another
chance to talk with him.
At any rate, just check with
McCutcheon for your ctgars for the next
Bible Thought
The Spirit of the LORD spake by
me, and His word was in my
tongue. II Samuel 23:2.
There's no magic in speaking for
the Lord. One has only to be in tune




If you are a woman and you should
fall in love you cannot be certain that
you will find all as advertised. The man
you marry may be the kind who will
never grow up, which is to say, be sure
to study child psychology; it will come




From FFW Correspondent Henri
Benoit in Nice, come some Picasso
stories we never heard before.
"Do you like this painting?" Picasso
asked his friend, Rodin. "I have not yet
signed it, but I thought I would ask your 
opinioh first." Rodin took the picture,
turned it in every direction, and then, in
a very seribus tone, said: "Whatever
else you do, I would advise you to sign
it. If you do that, at any rate we will
know which way to hold it."
As a young painter living from hand
to mouth, Pablo Picasso shared a studio
with an artist friend Who was just as
insolvent. The latter, however, had one
- highly prized poSseitien Which -set him
apart from the other havo&nots, a pair
_of_glaves_In Paris, in the earlyyears of
the century, gloves were symbols of
status. Slip your hands into them and,
voila, you were a boulevardier.
Everyone looked up to you, especially
the girls. To exploit the romantic
possibilities, the two learned to share
the gloves to maximum advantage.
Whoever had an engagement of' an
evening would wear them. When the
two went out together, they still
managed, without difficulty. Picasso
would wear one glove, his friend would
wear the other, and each would keep his
uncoveredhand hisixicket.
- Picasso's on was four years old and
busily occupied with painting all the
upholstered furniture bright red. One of
the artist's friends saw the lad at work
and called to his father, "Heavens,
Pablo, look at that! " The child is
smearing all the furniture! That will
cost you a pretty -penny-1" Picasso only
smiled. "Don't worry," he said, "I get
an artist's discount on paint."
\\ \
' \\'‘ \ • \
few days. Word has it that he bought
several cases last week, just to be
ready.
+0+
A few notes from around thecountry
on the light side, as gleaned from our
tisabciatedPrtaS Wife this rnorrOng..
In Sacramento, Calif., a male
assemblyman has complained that one
of ills female colleagues is "trying to
take the masculinity out of my title."
And that) exactly what Assem-
blywoman Maxine Waters wants to do.
A resolution she introduced would give
all legislators the title -Assembly
Member" on state bills introduced in
the legislature.
Aseemblyman William Dannemeyer
told-Ms. Walters: "I can see how you,
as a lady, don't want to be referred to as
an assemblyman. Now you seek the
masculinity out of my title."
The Assembly voted 48-27 Thursday
in favor of the resolutiet, but its final
passage was blocked by a
parliamentary maneuver, so it will be
reconsidered next week. ,
+0+
In Fresno, Calif., Tim Schiller thinks
winking is the greatest tid-
dlywinking, that is.
Schiller, 26, veteran of three U. S.
championship teams and one world
champion squad, says that of all the
games he's tried, "none combines the
elements of skill, luck and strategy as
well as tiddlywinks."
He began playing about nine years
ago at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he -earned a civil
engineering degree. on a recent
weekend he and friends spent 14 hours
"winking" in preparation for the U. S.
championships, or "continentals" as
winkers call them, scheduled for Feb.
19-20 at Cornell University in Ithaca,
N.Y.
The game they play was developed in
England in 1955. It uses a six-by three-




U.S. Sea. Wetter "Doe Moddleston ID)
3327 Dickson tvildiag
Washington, D C. 20510
U.S. Sort. Wooden H. Ford (0) ----'-
4121 Dirksen Building
Washiagton, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, 1. (D)
123 Canon House Office Building
Washington, O. C. 20515
All U Senators and Representatives
/ray be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of-
forsof of-your chcnce
State Level
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- WOrifiljileivice 11:60 it‘nT.
Evening Worship 610p. as.
,, IMMAINJU MISSIONARY •
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening. Worship ' 6:30p. m. •
• FIRST BAPTIST
•






. ...Attend ' Church• •
•
Methodist






WoraMp Service 11 a.m., lat Sunday . 10 00 a
m. 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 10 00 a m..
2nd & Ith




Evening Worship - .. 700p.m. - - Worship Serowe • t:111rtsvni.
WEST FORII Sunday School ' 10: Ma: In.
Morning-Worship . . 11:00a. m. . -
Sunday Everuog 6:00 p. m.
Wednesday: Everung . 7:00p. ow 
GOOD SWORN UNITED
SPRINGS- 
Worship $ennce ., 11 00 a m.
Morning Wbrahip ` 114114. m. Nazarene Church of Christ Sunday Scholl posita win, m10 00• nr.
Evening Worship - 6:4.5p. m.
- MURRAY auto. 
Surxlay School 10 00a m.
"WriliSt" ..Sunday School 
Morning-Worstup 11 00a m.
Mornmg Worship 11:00a. m. 
• 9:456.m. ', • NEW PROVIDENCE _
.,..„ MorninA Worship 104541.-m. 
Morning Worship 11:00a. rai. IURNSIT UNITED
Evenuig Worship • ' • -vP• m- N. Y:12:. Si Wondnp - 5: lip. m.
41JIZEL BAPTIST Evening Worship 6:00 p. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a m. Wedneaday WorablP . .7:00p. na.
Evening Worship • --•-• - 730p m.- .
- - POPLAR SPRINGS , LOCVST GROVE alumMorning Worship 11:00a.m.blorning Worship • 1100a .m. Sunday SchoolEvening Worship . .6,30 P im Evening Worship 1000 a.m.5:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST . • N.Y.P.S. Worship 5:00 p.m.
Morning Worship ,41045 a m. Wednesday Evening 6 30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7: Op m. ...,
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship .. 1100a m
Evening Worship 6 . 30 p m Pentecostal
• -
" What's
U we had to sum up,
America today, it might
are beginnincto grow
a now oat of yaw. to
self-seeking philosophy
without • common goal.











































Evening Worship 610 p. m. Sunday School 10 00 a. m.
UNIVERSITY Morning Worship 11 00.. in.
 
Monung Worship 10:30a. in. Evening Worship • . 7 00 p. m.
Evening Worship' 600 P• ver
NOUN PU1IN COM/ATER UNITED
Morning Worship 10 4,5 a. CU. Worship Service 11.00 a.m. let & 13.:1 Sun-
. Evening Worship . 7 go p. at, day., 10:00 mm 3rd & 4th, Sunday School
-tlIEST MURRAY - - 1010 a. in. tat & 2nd Sunday. 11 :Off a tn. 3rd
Monung Worshi0 10 50 a. m & 4tli Sunday ,
, Evening Worship 11;00 p. in.
UNION GROVE TEMPLE MU UNITED
Morning Worship 1050 a. m. 
Morning Worship 10004.m
Evening Worship 
a 00 p. in Sunday School 11 . 00a. in.
SEVENTH A POPLAR FIRST AUTMODIST
 • . WorgiSerince . 112.*41.1117. . Worship - ---•-• • ---414641-1040a, en.g • r i 2 . _ •*- .- .,
ALMOMIGOITS '
_yeirt
mueb for it le may • redaction of our own leliai. .-
. .. •
Evening Worship 6:00p. m.
Morning Worship - -4- . . m- - -- 
Evening Worship 7100 in. Morning Worship 11:03a. m.
Evening Worship . 7:30p. m.- MEMORIAL BAPTIST • - • • - --MUD,
-
.. : 
We aro beginning • new year: We need' • new set of values to . guide
tea We Deed' • axioms goal as ir natio& • The pharaoh) that •Icene
- ------- - -- - - . .
mcw-cm°11° lasso mks elateMorning Service • 104° a' m Sunday School 10:00 a. m
Worship_ -, - 5,(0 -WIWINNICORD- nini
Morning Worship • . 1/2',.., ._5° a- nl- Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Evening Worship - •  -̀ 3"•_11: m• Worship Servicea 11:00 a.m.;7:00 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY CALVARY TEMPLE .
Morning Worship 11 .00 a. In. - Sunday School - 10:00 a. m.
- ' •77.40077i47- 
Quisit unighi was not, "what. in it for me 7 TiIt was, "Losse the Lord
--thy Feral with all-thy heart anti .ith all thy_futuL and_ With afi. My algength.




Morning Worship • _ .. - ..11:00.a.m. _ ._ - - • LIINI-ONOVE •
• Eyening Wprship • 6:00P. m. • Morning Worship Service . 11:00a. m'
- - WORD STRUT .?antbey School • 10:00a: in.
Morning Ill‘rahip &.-.o- 7.. - -Veiling Worehip- .---;-- - 7 W07.ift Services • 11:00 a.m.:2-44m.
.. - . . •
' - "
• L,  a,
---- .- . . ..- ...-
- -minim midi& __ _Eraning Worship ... CIO& Us. FLINT BAPTIST  . - - . - - FIRST ASSEMUT'Morning Worship 11: 00 a. m. OF GOD
Evening Worship 8:45 p. M. Sunday School 10:00a. ni.
Morning Worship WOO a. m.
CHERRY CORNER 'Sunday Evening 7-71016: m.
Morning Worship 11:°°'• m- Thurs. nite 7:00p. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
UNITED 310 !IVAN AVE.
• ELM GROVE Sunday School 
, 
, 10:00 al m.
.Morning Worship , 11:00a.m. Evening Worship • 7:00p. m.
Evening Worship " 7:00 p. m. INWARDS CHAPEL - - • • . "`
SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School 1000 it, m.
Morning Worship : 11 , 0a a. m. Worship Service , 11 : 00 sm.
Evening Worship 7:15 p . i i, Evening Worship 7: 30p. m.
• - SUGAR CREEK , 
FIRST UNITED
SundayWorship 1CLODa.m.111700p.m.
Morning Worship "a• m• Tues. & Thurs 7:06p. m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
OWENS CHAPEL ' 
..
Morning Worship 11:00 a_ M.
Evening Worship 530 p. m.
MOUNT 11010 FREEWILL BAPTIST
.Sun-day School 9:30a. m. Christian
Worshiri- , 11:00a. m.
Low ositiluanst _ .' FIRST CHRISTIAN .
Id &Imlay 2:00p. m. Worship Services 1045a.m., 7:00p.m.
3rd Sunday 10:30a. m. MURRAY CItRISTIANIFEUOWSNIP ' .
OLD SALEM BAPTIST .., . . -Worship 10:30a. m.
:a. m.Sunday School 10:00a. m. Bible School 930
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RIENDURP Morning worship Services - 9:.Soa. in.,
Sunday• School - 10:00am. Sunday School 10:40 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Evening services. 1st., 3rd. & 5th Sundays
NAM CHURCH Preaching Service 6:30 p. m.
. OF CHRIST -- --- .
Bible Study 10:00 COLE'S CAMPGROUND
A.M Worship 1050 Wars/up Service 10 00 a m
P.M. Worship _ _ - 600 .
Mid-Week 7:00 ' DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
' 10:50 a.m, 
Worship Service 10 00 a m.morningsvorshipC04.130MTEll
1st & 2nd Sundays II 00a in
Evening Worship CM P-m- Lst 81 3rd & 4th Sunday
, RUNUP CNUROI
, , OF MUST 
MT. HEBRON
SundiwSbhool 10:00a. !is 
Worstup Service 10:00 a. rn. 1st Sunday h
Morning WorshM 10:50 a. m. 
11:00 a. in. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 11 00
a. m. 1st Sunday - 10:00 a. m. Ind. 3rd, & 4th




Bible Study /0;00 a. rL, Worship Service 10 00 a in. 2nd Sunday
Morning Worship 1 1 00a. m. 11.00 a. in. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10(1)




Morning Services 10 43a.
LIMP/ CUMMEAND •
Sunday School 10 00 a in , Worship Service BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
9.00 is m. every other Sunday 1st & 3n1 Sunday 9:30a. m
Worship Service 11:00 a. In. Evening Service 6:00p. m.
- 4r went PLEASANT GROVE • . Evening 
: 7 Oillpi m
Vesper Service 5 :pep. m , CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST ,
. ' COLDWATER. OF LATTER DAT SAINTS 
• •
Morning Services . 11:00a. m. 
Sundsy School • • 1045 a. m.
• Evening Services 6:00.p. In. ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
' FAITH BAPTST Sunday Mara 8 a. m., 11 a m 4 : 30 p. tn.
Morning Worship 15:00a. m. Saturday Mass 6:34 en 
.Evening Worship 6:30p.m CHRISTIAN SCIENCE . .
LOCUST GROVE SERVICES
F Ave.d 17th St Murray.  K Sun-
-
EveningMorning Worship 11,00 a. m. armeran
Evening Worship 7:00p. m. days 11:00 a. MPTestimony meeting second
CHESTNUT STREIT GENERAL Wednesday 8 p. m.
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y 11.00 a. m.Sunday School 9:40 ism. Ind & 4th Sunda
Worship Service 11700 a. m. 'Ilo Evening Woniup •
' OAK stays • - MERU UNTTED -
Sunday School, 10008. m. tat Ili 3rd Sunday 11 00.a m
m.2 p, m 211d & Mil Sunday 9_30 a. mWorshinServices 4' it& .  Evening ' 4rtiOp. m





NT PLASANT  Sunday School 1 
11:00a. m. Morning Worship 11.00a. m
Worship 7:00p. ru. Evening 7:00 p.m
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN . STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED -
Church School 930 a. m. Morning lh'orship 9. 45 a. m.
_ . Worship Service 1045a. m Sunday•Schiiol - 10:45a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Bible Lecture 9:30 a. us 
-
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E. 
e 
.
Sunday School. 10:00 a. m Worship Services . 1100 a .m , 7:00 p.m.
• Preaching 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m . ST. JONWS EPISCOPAL ___.




' RAPTISTOWN91 IMMANUEL MINNA*
rning Worship r 11:00 a. m. ' Sunday School 9:15 a. m.
I_
P-age-Majle P ssiblellyThe Following Support_ing Firnts.EveningWorship , 1•:00 p,. to. Morning W.rsh.p 10.30 0. m._ .....„„.„,...„,,,th .... sabbath IcEt lorN DAY ADVENTIST , •
Sa1,10-2011-11L • -- - --- -
MorrangWorship 10:45a. .• m Worship Service Sat. 9:15a. m.




Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
E. Main I intheetrief Rd. 153-7111
Bogs & :lit Zone Beauty
Beads . Salon
"For The Complete Look"
















1206 Chestwei St . 1,1hrier New Management .753.2997
Boyd' o•Auto-Repair
Grande' trail-Own&,. - Complete Automatic Tressmisdee Service
-Freed End Aigamaist
- Complete Tona-Up 1 Repair Service-
2095 . 7th 753-1751
Radiator & Auto Glass Service
1(entsiekii fried
"It's Finger titbits'
Try Our Doficioas Beef Mill Nam



















- Hornet • Matedor.Greinin-leop-Pecer Wagon
Top ihmiity Used Cars






Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th & Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 753-6655 753-1215
- ..-- Corvette Lanes
-Bowling A t Its Best'
141 5 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
A.B.C. Play School,•,--
Hours 6:45 sm. to 5 p.m. • 5 Days. _ Worship With Your Children
' *Children Are Gods Gift, • ...
160iityan Ave., Merray 753-8807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni•Royal Tire Dealer
,
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
/
Murray Auto Parts ..
Rebuih Engines.RocKators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT





Industrial Road - Phone 753-1319
..
Dunn Furniture
,,..,, T.V. & Appliance
\NhirlPool Sales & Service Quasar
Fancy Plants
- -
Your Plant & Wicker.
r- -.q Headquarters i
Ditielaasl Cotter 753„5gii- .Uncle Jeffs Sheppmg Center 753-3037
Freed Cotham Co.,•, Inc..
Heating, Air Conditioning, 
SheetFiee
Metal
8th & Chestnut 753-4832
mr
., _. Murray Cablevision
TC Phone 753•S005
Bel-Air Shopping Center

















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"for All Your Fertilizer-Needs"





808 Chestnut, Murray .
753-2285
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312 -
Tab Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Chc,-ch Sunday
Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
. oPlumbing -Heating- '
Ss MY Conditioning
•c.../..,..1 • Rasidwrtisl
501 N. 401 Report t lortelletioe 753:6161
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
ow 6,3o ..m. . Close 1100 p.m.
Sondra Open 8:00 e.m. - Close. 10,00 p.m.
South 12th Phone 753-91,31
DeVanti'S Steak
& Pizza House
Randy Thornton Service Co. 
.
Air Canditioning-Heetise Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE











s. ../ JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Heresy Serving Calloway , Geoves ,
753-1323 and C-arlisie Catintief
,I1,1 ifPlAr. ',Cl/_
k k.
IN! •111 CI. T•1411111S
.





We use plastic i
wood treatment for
100 So, 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, David A. Woes era Larry Seater, owners •
MauSOleUM-CeMeNTIOIS
Complete Counseling Service .
641 North - 753.1654 !
Ward-Elkins
- RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG





Private Breakfast, Lancheras, Dimmers
, Sewer, Buffet Lunch.,lot. it"'
. South 12th St. 753-5986
Hendon's Service Station






No \ 4th Street Phone 7S3-1921
Ewing Tire Service
Year Complete Tire Service Center
' For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires
808 Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions
HoustPlants Landscaping
WO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012 ., . Automotive
r_ _--- _ tel-Air Shepptag Coate;








Phone 753-51102 205 N. 4th St.
11M1111,
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
specinle Daly, kVA. Mono Wows.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
. GRAIN DIVISION
-. Highest Cash Prices for Corn
Wheat & Soybeans
Wises Ills, M. I. W. Outland, %pt.
Phone 7534339 ,
West Ky. Rural Telephone
. ' Gten-B.-Seits-,13en, Manager •. •,.
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The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPIAS. Irn
Cimtemporary Religious Thought
• Published L) R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
att.trtots and tryonootarted art. It, tot ill, pat, Jr,' IIIV,V111.41 lot
ft. purroTV faros tdkot l_torlarl for ttlO tree es, hart.'t ttl 41.1tfOrtn
414 
. 
letter, to thir eattttr respontar to t.tditltri.tt, and
,t4iitonattli articles ate
rtte ettaturs of this alt-ospaper t.trititstls belle, that It. ',tit I
olOithlt Arlo. la, to Orli, thOlt• ,uho. h-parr4114.1 `editor:,
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I . kn', presented bs on indaNitillol writer m 0111O
their feetirtg.iin the part', utar INNUe being
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Pagel Priday ,Afternoon, Jantary 14,1977




Blood River Baptist Assn.
-
President-elect Jimmy Carter has
repeatedly called our attention to his
,Christian Teommittrnent as a "born
again" person. Too many of us have
desired to live in a Christian culture
without being a "peculiar people." Now
our culture has become so depraved
,and_degraded that we are not com-
fortable in it any more, The world is
forcing us out to show that we are a
peculiar people."
A Christian is a "new creation" in
Christ Jesus. His goal is different from
what it was in the past. He now is to
--Seek the Kingdom of Clod- -and- His
righteousness" to "thew forth_ the
praises of Him who hath called you out
of darkness into His marvelous light."
.., At conversion, one enters the Kingdom
of God. It is as he "hungers and thirsts
after righteousness", that he keeps the
Kingdom "first" in his life.
The attitudes of a Christian are af-
fected. He is to make love the
motivating factor in his conduct - love
toward God and his fellowman. He
loves others because he loves God. He
"rejoices in hope, is patient in
tribulation, continues instant in
prayer." He trusts G4 in all things
knowing that "He -works all things
together for good to those who love
Him." -
"We are His workmanship created in
Christ Jesus unto good works which He
hath before ordained that we should
walk in them." The Christian is most
often judged by his works. He is ex-
pected to be a helper of the needy, a
partaker of the burdens and griefs of
ethers. an active worker in the body of
Christ, the church, using his own
peculiar gift to build up the fellowship.
fly aEtions, the -Ctuistian---,shows„.
what his priorities are. It has been said
that our priorities can be evaluated by
our engagement calendars end check
books. -Many -csfurtvould-he-surprtsedtf-7
we should evaluate Iburselves by
looking where we spend our time and
money. Do our priorities show us to.be
more interested_ in wordly or spiritual
matters? How selfish or generous are
we?
We can only grow and mature as
Christians by exercising ourselves unto
godliness. "Be not conformed to this ,
world, but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may
prove what is that good, and ac-
ceptable, and perfect will of God."
Romans l2:2
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 14, the 14th day
of 1977. There are 351 days left in the
year..
Today's highlight in history: ,
• On this date in 1784, the United States
ratified a peace treaty with England,
formally- entikg the _ American
Revolution.
On this date -
In 1809, England and Spain formed an
_ _alliance ag_aing, Napoleon Bonaparte.
In 1814, Denmark ceded Norway to
Sweden as one of the provisions of the
Treaty of Kiel. -
In I907, an earthquake in Jamaica
destroyedRingston and took 1,000 lives.
In 1914, Henry Ford's first assembly
line went into operation, vastly
reducing the time it took to manufac-,
ture a car:
In 1953, Yugoslavia's parliament
elected Premier Tito president, by a
vote of 568-1.
In 1965, the prime ministers of
'Ireland and Northern Ireland met. It
was the first meeting between the two
country's heads of government in 43
years.
Ten years ego•:- A WeS1 German-
French summit meeting in Paris im-
proved relations between the two
countries, but they retained their dif-
ferences over the American role in
Europe.
Five years ago: The American
commander in South Vietnam, General
Creighton Abrams, left after five years'
duty in Saigon.
One year ago: -The Spanish govel-
nment drafted several thousand postal
workers into the army in an effort to
stem labor agitation which had idled
150,000 workers in the Madrid area
The Murray
Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and--ThaWsgtVir-w,
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky.. 42071.
Second ' Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, In.
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per,
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, 'Sedalia and Far-'
ehington. Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
arid Puryear. Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $30.00
per year..
Member of Associated Press, Ken-





Today's . birthdays: Actress Faye
Dunaway is 36. Choreographer Gerald
(Peters Arpino is 49. .-
Thought for today. Music is the






Airman Thomas G. Venter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Walker. has been
40 4 I I . . I I .
Sur-rdav-Schoot 'Siirt
By Dr. H. C.CHILES-
hosed on **ps righted outlines prod to of
the l'oiforn Sera, and used us perrnt,
By H. C. Chiles
JESUS DECLARES HIS MISSION
Luke 4:14-24
After His entrance upon His public
ministry, Christ Made a preaching tour
in Galilee and returned to .Nazareth
with a longing to make known the way
of life to His own townspeople, all of
whom knew Him. He resorted to the
synagogue on the Sabbath to join in
public worship, as had been His lifelong
custom.
--it--was-the-eustom-in-the synagogue
that when a distinguished 'visitor was
present the one in charge of the service
would invite him to read the scriptures,
and then deliver any mesSage be might
have for the people. Such an invitation
was extended to Christ and, always
alert to embrace every oppertunity to
speak to the people, to preach and to
serve, He readily accepted the in-
vitation. In a synagogue service two
lessons were read: the one from the
Law and the other from the Prophets.
When Christ stood to read, the scroll
of the prophet Isaiah was -handed to
Him. Turning to the:,sixty-first chapter
of that great prophecy, which begins
with the statement, "The Spirit of the
Lord is upon me," He read the verses
which declared God's purpose to send
the Messiah to preach the gospel to the
poor, to heal the broken-hearted, to
preach deliverance to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to set at
liberty those who were bruised, and to
preach the acceptable year of the Lord.
What, a Mission! Perhaps the most
significant thing about our Lord's
reading of this portion of Isaiah was
where He stopped - in the middle of a
sentence, with only a comma
separating it from the next words. Had
He read more, Christ could not have
given the explanation which He did.
When Christ finished, reading, He
gave the scroll back to the attendant
Air Force Aircraft Equipment
repafirman at-Chanute-Air Force Baser'
Illinois.
Deaths reported include Oscar
Tabers, age 84.
Jackie DeShannon, actress and
recording artists from Put-year, Tenn.,
made a guest appearance on January
12 on the CBS-TV show, "My Three
Sons."
Marriages, announced include Peggy
Jean Colson to Bobby Dwain Bazzeell
on December 23.
Kenneth C. Imes has been elertPd as
president of the class of the Kentucky
School of Mortuary Science at
Louisville. fl
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County. _High Lakers beat
Ballard County, Murray High Tigers
lost to Hickman County, and University
Colts lost to St. Mary's.
20 Years Ago
- Army Pvt. Lubie W. Trees iettaitly
participated with the 8th ' Infantry
Division in "War Hawk,- a-two wee4
field training exercise in Germany.
Deaths reported include Zack
Jackson, age, 86, and Rupert Harris.
age 51.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart are at-
tending the Credit Conference of the
American Bankers Association _ at
'Chicago, Ill. Mr. Hart is Kentucky vice-
president of the Association.
Rainey Elkins and Aubrey Willough-
by were two of 31 area members of E.
Blankenship and Company Auto Parts
Distributor to go by airplane from
Paducah to visit the AC Spark Plug
plant at Flint, Mich.
Births reported include twins. James
Dan and Vicky Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Tom Foster on January 7.
The Rev. 'Walter Mischke will speak
on his teent trip-to Scintii America-at
the meeting of the Methodist Men's




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
faSt. If you have a question or a
problem not answered- in thew
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, .Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am planning on
retiring next year. I would like to try
and keep myself busy after retiring but
I have not come up with any ideas yet. I
would be interested in starting my own
business. Do you have any information
on this? J. C.
ANSWLK: The Small Business
Administration in Washington, D. C.,
has-a long list' of free publications on
This subject, such as handicrafts and
hoine business, the nursery business,
bookstores, job printing, shops, wood-
working shops, hobby shops, marketing
baresearch procedures, 'sic library
reference sources, real estate busine s
,..-and many more. Also, several booklets
are available thro the Government
Printing Office, r nging in price from
35 cen
Write to Heartline - Extra Income,
114 Er Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381 for a free list of thesg'
publications. .Send a long, self-
addressed, stampedenvelope with your
request.
HEARTLINE: Is it required by law
that everyone have a Social Security
number?
No. However, anyone who
is employed in work- covered by Social
Security' must he a nufnber for
proper recording of his earnings.
•
Qt Ms L.D, past age 50, writes
that she had her colon X-rayed
recently as a part of her general
checkup. She was told that she
had diverticulosis, but she is
inhavg no symptoms
She was surprised when her
, physician told her that she
needed no medicine. Also, be-ad—
vised her to use abuk diet with
high roughage content. She has a
neighbor wbo has similar trou-
ble and who avoids bulky foods
and carefully observes a • soft
die. She asks for comment. '
A: Since you are having no'
Roughage May Help Diverticulosis
By FJ L Blasingarne, M D
symptoms, you do not need
medication. Diverticulosis
usually cleans in later life in
small pockets (diverticula) that
prcitrode through the muscular
layer of the colon wall.
Constipation and spastic colitis
cause an increase in pressure in-
side the colon. .Keeping the stool
soft with roughage preeents
packing of the stool and 'en-
courages mere frequent bowel
movements, relieving some of
the increase in pressure. Thus.
this kind of a diet "usually makes
a laxative unneecessary
Occasionally a chverticulum
may bleet and red blood ap-
pears in the stool. If one of the
pockets becomes inflamed, it is
called diverticulitis Thiss may
cause sorentss and tenderness in
the lower abdonlen, usually on
the left_ Some fever may be pre-
sent...With,n4 symptoms. one




Q: Ms W P- has 'heard that
cockmaehes are harmless And
are hut associated with any
human diseases She wonders if
thLS is true. •
A: Cockroaches have king
been considered harinless so far
as disease is concerned
However, Chicago medical
researcher Henn Kang reported
that she found 72 patients suffer-
ing from bronchial asthma that
she.feets was related to-inhaling
cockroach . derivatives she
.beltxes tun cockroaches die
and disintegrate and become a
part of the dust that is inhaled
4.-4* Fir I laird rotatarr
tht• I 'ton andtee on
./ •
who had handed it to Him, and sat
down, which was a sure sign that He
was about to speak. Thiswas in keeping
with the Jewish custom - they stood
when they read and sat  when-they
taught. The attention of all who were
present was concentrated on Jesus.
They wondered how He would interpret
what He had read. Christ made the
explicit and startling declaration, that
Isaiah's prophecy was fulfilled in Him.
When they 'began to think about the
claims -that-, Christ had -made---les'-
Himself, they became very angry at
what He had said. They were highly
prejudiced against the truth which He
had hectared, so they inithediately
began to quibble about the messenger.
They refused to believe what Christ had
said because they regarded Him only as
- the son of a local carpenter, whose
name was Joseph. Those who rejected
Christ and His message had been
blinded by insufficient information and
hardness of heart.
- Bitterly resentful of what Christ had
claimed with reference to Himself, they
iesolrved that they would put Him to
death. They refused to believe the truth
which He taught, and therefore
rejected both the Messiah and His
message. They cast Him Out of
Nazareth and intended to throw Him
over a precipice nearby. But God's
purposes could not be thwarted, so
Christ miraculously passed through
their midst, went His way, and was not
harmed by these prejudiced town-
speople. They demanded a Miracle, so
one was performed by their being
prevented from laying their hands upon
Him, for He disappeaced at the very
time they, wanted to kill Him. How
tragic though when Christ turns from
an individual or a people because He
takes with Him what all sorely need,




Certain other federal agencies also
have regulations requiring the use of
'Social Security numbers in their
programs: the Internal Revenue
Service requires all tax payers to use
the number AS the taxpayer iden-
tification number; the military ser-
vices now use Social Security numbers
in place of serial numbers; the number
is requirement of eligibility for
assistance under the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC)
program.
Many other public and private
agencies ask for the number on their
forms and applications, but such
requests are generally not based on any
legal requirements.
For a better -understanding of the
Secial-Seourityiasegr ibkactline bac--
-developed "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security." This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
and in large print. It carries a full
money-back guarantee if you are not
satisfied.
To order, *end ;2 to "Heartline's
Guide to Social Security," Box 4994,










The second child- of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene McCutcheon was born last night
at about 5:30. The daughter weighed in
• at 5,pounds, 15 ounces.
No Word on the name as yet. We saw
Qe_n,e at  nine p.m. last night, and 'both
mother and daughter were doing well.
A note from our editor this morning
indicated that he was up to about five
a.m. .today, aa. then went home to
recnperate, salve haven't had another
chance to talk with him.
At any rate, just check with
McCutcheon for your cigars for the next
Bible Thought
The Spirit of the LORD spike by
me, and His word was in my
tongue. II Samuel 23:2.
There's no magic in speaking for
the Lord. One has only to be in tune
weirtvh,cethe Spirit through prayer and;
Isn't It
The -Truth
If you are a' woman and you should
fall in love you cannot be certain that
you will find all as advertised. The man
you marry may be the kind who will
never grow up, which is to say, be sure
to study child psychology; it will come




From FFW Corres I-'.-Henripoir
Benoit in Nice, come ,Picasso
stories we never heard befo .
"Do you like this painting?" Picasso
asked his friend, Rodin. "nave not yet
S ned it, but I thought I would ask your
opinion first." Rodin took the picture,
turned it in every direction, and then, in
a very serious tone, said: "Whatever
else you do, I would advise you to sign
it. If you do that, at any rate we will
know which way to hold it,"
' -As a young painter living from hand
to mouth, Pablo Picasso shared a studio'
with an artist friend who was just as
insolvent. The latter, 'however, had one
highly prized possession which set him
apart from the other have-nots, a pair
of gloves. In Paris, in the early years of
the century, gloves were symbols of
status. Slip your hands into them and,
voila, you were a boulevardier.
Everyone looked up to you, especially
the. girls. To exploit the romantic
possibilities, the. two learned to share
the gloves to maximum advantage.
Whoever had an engagement of an
evening would wear them. When the
two went out together, they still
managed, without difficulty. _Beast°
'would wear ode glove, his friend would
----wear-theether, and each would keep his
uncovered hanctin his pocket.
Pidasso's son was four years old and
busily occupied with painting all the
upholstered furniture bright red. One of
the artist's friends saw the lad at work
and called to his father, "Heavens,
Pablo, look at that! The child is
smearing all the furniture! That will
cost you a pretty penny!" Picasso only
smiled. "Don't worry," he said, "I get






few days. Word has it. that he bought
several cases last week, just to _he
ready.
+0+
A few notes from around the country
on the light side, as gleaned from our
Associated Preto Wire this morning. -- 
In Sacramento, Calif., a male
assemblyman has complained that one 
-of his female colleagues is "trying to
take the masculinity out of my title."
And that's exactly what' Assern-
blywotnan Maxine Waters wants-to do.
A resolution she introduced would give
all legislators the title "Assembly
Member" on state bills introduced in
the legislature.
Assemblyman William Dannemeyer
. told Ms. Walters: "I can see how you,
as a lady, don',i want to be referred to as
an assemblyman. Now you seek the
Masculinity out of my title."
- The Assembly voted 48-27 Thursday
in favor of the resolution, but its final
passage was - blocked by a
parliamentary maneuver, so it will be
reconsidered next week,
+0+
La Fresno, Califo Tim Schiller thinks
winking is the greatest - tid-
dlywinking, that is.
Schiller, 26, veteran of three U. S.
championship teams and one world
Champion squad, says -that of all the
games he's tried, "none Combines the
elements' ofskill, luck and strategy as
well as tiddlywinks."
He began playing about nine years
ago at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he earnect-o-civil
engineering- degree. On a recent
weekend he and friends spent 14 hours
"winking" in preparation for the U. S.
championships, or "continentals" as
winkers call them, scheduled for Feb.
. 19-20 at Cornell University in Ithaca,
N.Y.
The game they. play was, developed-in---
Englhnd in 1955. -It -uses a six-by three-





















































U.S. Sea. 'Walter -0•••• itimmessiipe (o)
3327 Dirks..
Washington, D C 20510
ILS.-.1•01-Wwidoll IC ford (0)
4121 Dirluwa Sodding
tbestiliugnia, D C 20510
U.S. Rap. Carroll Hibbard Jr (0)
423 Coma Noose Office lholdiag
IlIstbiegton, D. C. 20513
All U ..S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202224-3(21 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
final of your choice
State Level
sans Son. Richard Wenenberger (DS
St_ofISSI*94 WW1
Froakfart, Ey. 40601,
Route 7, Mayfield, %LOW.
State RP. Ileanoth C. i.s.(D)
State Capitol leilding -
Frankfort, Ky. 40141
or
201 S. 3rd St., Murray, Ky. 42071
v•t



























SCOM GROVE • •-•• go-
Worship Service 11,00a. m.
- Everung Worship 6:30p.m. -
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Wonting Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 630p. in.










Woratup Sernee 11 a ni , 1st Sunday , IC/ 00 a
m 3n1 Sunday. Sunday School 10.00 a m ,
• 2nd & 4th
ARTIN CHAPELM'S HOST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:46a. • UNITED * rm.
Evening Worship -1110 p. M. - . Worship Service . .. . - . -
WEST FORK Sunday School 10 30 a. m
Morning Worship 11:00a. in. 
.
Stuiday Evening ..6.:00 p.m:




Worship Service 11 00 a. ny
Morning Worship 11:00 a. in;. Nazarene • Church of Christ Sunday' School 10.00a. in.
Evening Worship 6:45p. m. 
,,. --- V 
INDEPENDINa UNTIED
NORTHSIDE MURRAY CHUMP. 
Sunday School 10 00a. so.
" Sunday School 9:45a. m. NEW PROVIDENCE --- 
,Morning Worship 11 00 sin.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. 
Morning Worship 10: 41.o. m. A.. _._.___ 
Morrung Worship 11:1111a. in. autasta inatto
--Eventag-Worsh4P -7-41111?tm. 'FIT Y. P. S. Worship 5:15 p. m.
HAUL BAPTIST • - _ Evening Worship 6-00 p. m.
.--,Morning Worship 11:00 a. in. Wednesdav Worst*. 7:00 p. m.
-"Evening Worship 7:30p. m. ,
POPLAR WRINGS 
. LOCUST GROVE MRCS
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.Morning Worstup 11-1KW_Wi- - Sunday School
_ gven . 1000 aming Worship 630P-m. • Everung Worship '-' 5,30 p.m. .
GRACE BAPTIST N. Y. P S. Worship 5:00 p.m. •
Morning-Worship 10:45 a. m. Wednesday Evening II:30p.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. in.
BLOOD RIVER 1
Morning Worship -11100a. in





II we had to sum up.
America today, it might
are beginning to grow
• new set of values to
..aelfeeelthog philosophy
without a common goal,




























me' Yet many people
They are marching Out
we km. sees what this
have become a people
man for himself." If we
cannot complain, toe_ ,
EV*Iiii114 WOIlihip iralaPan.-- Sunday' School 10.00a. m. 
. UNIVERSITY Morning Worship 11 00.. in.
Morning Worship 111:30a. m. Evening Woniup 7 00 p in
Evening Worship --VW. to. -.---- ,
611111 KANE _ COLDWATER UNITED.
-d Morning Worship 104,01. in. Worship Service 1100 a .m 1st & 2nd Sun-
Evening Worship 7100. tn. day., 1000 am. 3rd & 4th. Sunday School
- %guy pauggay -s_ ._ - _‘.._ 10: 00 a. m. 1st 4 Ind Sunday. 11.00 a. m. 3rd -
Morning Worship 10:00,-.10. & 4th Sunday
Evening Worship 6:00p. m.
UNION GROVE 
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10:50 a. m. 
Morning Worship 10 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p. m. 
&May School 11 00 a. m.
SEVENTH 
ee a "Pia 
•
Worship Servi_ 1.1 10 :11) a, py . lama* FIRSTallinK*1"4.41,141.56,,,,„,„,
Morning Worship 1100 a. m. ALMO NIGHTS 
,
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m. _ Morning Worship 1110a, i
• Evening Worship
- MEMORIAL BAPTIST - '- 
7 : 300. .
much for it is only • relleiTii-lif our men beliefi.-
,
We are beginning anew. year. We Reed a new set of values to' gukie----7- % '
W. need 111.-V01111nOli as a maim. plygoossphy_ that. Jaw.
Eyelid* Worship* 6:00 p. m.
NEW CONCORD RUSSELS MEM UNITED IMornmg Service ' 1„.,.__11:56a• in. Sundisy &how woos. m.
Evening Wm:WM-- '. - ------- -- - -UtiiIKO taw antaittoMorning Worship 7,0 ' ,m5a a: 6I• Sunda v School ' 10: 00 a. di.Evening Worship ° .‘"' 9* al Worship Services 11:00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
• NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY " - • . - • CALVARY TEMPLE
Monting Worship 11 :40 a. m. Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
-11:01/tm.frlort.M.
....._ goal _The ____ _ _.. _
Christ taught ....not, ,...hat's in it for me?" It was. "Love the Lord .:-.,
thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul, with Al thy strength. - t.
',esti with all thy Mina, and thy neighbor es thyself Lbakix..111111")--.. ___ '_ , . -r------
. - „
.VNALILlia• mont-mg Worship 
MAWR YAM
Morning Worship, 11:00a. m. LYNN GROVE
___Ziening_Woralng.____ .._,._.__.0.41013.01, Mui-nuigWaritipSarvica 11.00e. ni..
SECOND STRUT Sunday School • 10-00a In
EveningiVorlittp T:vil p. m. -"royale ServIce5..„ ,
' ' FLINT SAPTIST FIRST ASV-MINI
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. OF GOD- -,
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m. suil
dAYrnin 
SCh°°1 10:00.
Mog Worship ' 
1005. m 
a. m.
CORNER . - 
,







__Montingilhandiap- ___-.1111015.a..m. . r- ... -..-
Evening Worship . ' Chip. m. --'- seams-meow
FRIENDSNIP Mortung,worahip Services 9:30a in
. .Sunday: School 10:00 am. Sunday School 10-40 a in
Morning Worship 11:00-a. In. Evening services. 1st. 3rd, di 5th Sundays
HAZEL GIORGI Preaching Service 6.30 p. m -
OF - ---Thum it, /10p-.-tn7".-
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
ELM GROVE Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship , 11:00 a..m. Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship .. 7:00 p. m. DIWARDS CHAPEL
' SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m, Wri&IPService 11:00a. m 
Evening Worship ' - 7: is p. m. Evening Worship 7:30p. itr-
SUGAR CREEK FIRST UNITED •:a.m. & 700p.m.Sunday Worship 1000
Morning Worship '1")". in- Tues. & Thurs. 7:00p. m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
OWENS CHAPEL 
.
















Bible Study 10:00 COLE'S CAMPGROUND -
A . M Worstup 10:50 .. Woratiip Service . 10$011.. 01.
P.M Worship „6:00
Mid-Week .7:00 otaria-finconi UNITED-
COLDWATER Worship Service 1000a. M.
Morning Worship 1(1:54 a-m' 1st & 2nd Sundays 11 00a-en.
Evening Worship 11.1°P-m. 1st & 3rd & Ith Sunday 
_
KIMS . EY CHURCH -
Of CHRIST 
MT. NINON
• Sunday School 10:00•a. m. 
pet 10:00 a. rn. 1st Sunday &
Morning Worship 10:50a. m. 
11:00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 00
Evening wet...014,7:w g. 
in.
 sunday a wed.. se Linda. m. 1st Surrtlay --10 00 a m. 2nd, 3rd, & Ith
nesdaysi r
MT, CARMELEvening Worship 5:30p. in,
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTISE
Sunday School 9:30 a. m. Christian
Worship II:00 a. m.
, " LONE OAK PRIMITIVE .., FIRST CHRISTIAN -- - ----- -
1st Sunday . 2:00p. m: Worship Services 10: 45 a.m., 7:00 p.m.. .
,3rd Sunday 10:30 a. m. MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP r
OLD SALEM PTIST Worship 10 30 a mRA
School 10:00 a. m. Bible School 939 a. m.











Bible Study 1000.a. m. Worship Service 10,00 a. m. 2nd Sunday .
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 
13:00.. m, 11:00a. m. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10:00
6 00 p. m., a. in. Ist,3rd, & 4th Sunday
Sunday.
SASSER 01APEL -
.Presbyterian - -- •AME CHURCN
UNITY CUSUMANO 
Morning Services 10:45 a. m .
Sunday School 10. a , Worship Setvice BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED '00 in
Sunday TOO a. m every other Sunday . 1st & 3rd Sunday 9:301. m
Worship Service • It Ala, in. - Evening Service 6:00 p. m. L.....
7
NORTH PLEASANT caws -- - .. ENeninil 
00yvin.
Vesper Service 5:00 p. in. CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
COLDWATER . Of LATTER DAY SAINTS - - 
School 10:45a_
Morning Services 11:00 am: 
Sunday .m..m.
Evening Services Ole p.m- 
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH .
FAITH BAPTIST Sunday Mass 8 a. m., 11 a. m., 4:30 p. m.
Morning Worship 11.-0
3





Tar I A Onni
hit him * us
......*. -- .
. 
Sunday School -0: ts ..m. 2nd & 4th Sunday 11.00 a. m.
Worship Service 11: Ws. m. No Evening Worslup
OAR GROVE KNEE UNITED
Sunday School - • 10:00 a. m. -1st k3ro Sunday 11.00a. in
Worship Services .11 a. 54.7 p. m. Ind & Wh SundAY r 9.30 a. m, •. . . .... Evening 6.00 p.m.
•p •fi._30 m 
Yr W ' 1 • - - • --Lc-ening nrship : p. m. CHRISTIAN Saitsct
. LOCUST GROVE SERVICES
' Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky., Sun- -
Evening Worship 7 *30 p. m. days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second-
CHESTNUT STREET GINE-RAI 
„ Wednesday 8 p. '











_..._morivingivorstn -NSErT II PLEASANT GIENITEalOpUla PLEASANT Sunday School I0':00-nim.
ti :Ns m.- -Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.. " Evening 7-00 p. m.
• • FIRST PRESBYTERIAN STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
(lurch School 9:30a. m. Morning Worship ' 9 45 a. in.
Worship Service ' 1045 a. m. Sundsy School 10.45a. m.
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.-
- Bible Lecture 9:30a. in. •
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E. 
- 
..
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. Worship Services 11:00 a.m., 7:00 p.m. -
Preaching 11:00a.m.k 6:00 p.m. . ST. NNW'S EPISCOPAL , ` • 
,
1 dd ' 'WorshipWednesday ti*M t pm. • Flour t 9:45 a. ni. -
Church gchooi -1. .SPRING CREEK Mona_ 
n.
.,-,. ----.=--:. .
BAPTST CHURCH IAUAANUIL stamina*
*Awning Worship 11'00 a m Sunday School -- 9 :-1Sa. m.
•Tiffs
• . ,
taati-e Made Poistble• By The Fo1-1-owing
,
. es
mg rwms..,Evening Worship - 7:00 p in. monung worsty. to:30a.m.
- • ST. JOHN BAPTIST-01URCIPes.... SEVENYN DAY ADVEIMST -• Sabhath School . Sat. 10:30.a. Rt.
- t•tornin' -*Worship . ' - '1 --45--1: M. . Worship Senn&
Sunday School :30a. m. 





, Your Complete Tire Service Center •
"We Service Them All-Large or Smolt"
Mar Keel
.
E. FAiii a -IniTaviiiltd. 4- 753-7111
Bags & 33.1 Zone Beauty
Beads Salon
"For The Complete Look"




Murray 'S MOO Cemplekt Deportment Store
-4•01
Palace
Five Points Cafe 753-7992
Trenholm's Drive-In
J.C. A CO. '•
Chicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
'Jesus-Saves' 




- Canopies Automatic Transmission Service
- Front End Aligmnent
- Complete Tans-Up & Repair Service -
2095. 7th 753-1751
Radiator & Auto Glass Service _ _
Kentucky fried
"It's Finger Lickin'










Sd C& ee o.
Dan Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753=3404 ,
Wells Electric
402 N 12th.
753-4845Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101
American Cain-AMC
Fr Motors Jeep
Hornet • Matador•Gnissie• Jeep-Pew Wagon
Top Gnality Used Cars
We Cokiwater ltd. Phone 753-4440
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
SoutIr2nd -66 753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples. Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th 8 Story Chestnut St.
753-3231- 753-6655 753.1215
Corvette Lanes
„Bowling A t Its Best-
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2602
C..) 
.. .
, ..,., Ploy School.-..., -.,,_
News 6:45 sm. to 5pan. .5 Days,
WoArshilip.CW.ith Your Children
419F / *Children Are Gods Gift_.
1606 Ryon Ave., Murray 753.8807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer_
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 7531489
Murray Auto Parts -
Rebuilt Engines-Rodiators Repsired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
*
Stokes Tractor & .
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
....... Dunn 
Furniture
war', T.V. & Appliance
NThiriPtml Sales it Service Quasar
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center , 153-3037
",,,T.;(0;
-...sirroMmo Fancy Plants , .
---,........;aq - -
-..... Your Plant & Widriter
sbesa,...‘seies Headquarts
-•._
Ontisilend COMO( 7S3146i 
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal


















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For Aft Your Fertilizer Needs"














-Go To Church Sunday'.




501 N. 411t. Reiman & installation 7536161
W
. 641 Super Shell
Free. Pickup 8 Delivery
Open 630 ann. - Gine 11:00 p.m 
'
Watley Oeen COO am. . Close 10:00 p.m
South 12th Phase 753-9131
DeVanti`s Steak'
& Pizza House
Thornton Service Co.. .
Air Conditioning. Heating -_Coonwerciol 'Orison:floe
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE- -





Oil Company - - •
.... , f / JOBBERS OF SHELL Olt PRODUCTS
rt ut1,011,TA" 1,1 
Let us Entertain You
/ Murray
kV
T 0 Mt CV A , 1.0 ,1115 Theatres
"Hrssni• of Otrality, imeenly-
:Soloctiows" -
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
Wormy Serving Calloormy , GrOVIII,




We use plastic &
wood treatment for
100 Sc. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
htrry D. Losits._Donahl A. lases used Larry Seiter, minters
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service




403 Maple Phone 753-1713
i.r/..1..,
• NW.' Private Breakfast, luncheons , Dineen
- --.: tends, Barret landusen.11 to 1,30,




66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street - Phone.753-1921
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center'
For Passenger-Truck & Fenn Tires
SOS Coldwater Rd. 
' 753-3164
, Shirley's Florist &
' Garden Center
,F7D Flowers for All Occasions
• 
' . - Nouse Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944
.
'




OTASCO michd;.coddd,,ddd.. II" • "."L__ 7S3.0391 .





. Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802 .205 N. 4th St.
-
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
specials tway, Wm. Has Then.
Murray Warehouse 'Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest C.ash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Sorbea,19





West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B.• Sears Gen. Manager





J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
• HOUSE BOAT RENTALS






hi., se., sac • Ellen' Steak Special ,
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A GUARD AT THAT! Grover Woolard, the tallest guard in the nation, goes in for a slam dunl.
in the game at Morehead last Saturday night. Woolard, known for his flashy ballhandling and fine
outside shooting, hopes to play pro basketball.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
• Jim Hart Unleashes
Attack On Tarkenton
By BRUCE uniurr •
. AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO ( API r —
They're saying some pretty
nasty things about Fran'
Tarkenton at the Pro Bowl,
mainly because he's not a part
of it. -
His not being here is like a
slap in the face to every player
taking part in this- game," St.
Louis Cardinals quarterback
Jim Hart said at Thursday's
,.workout.
Hart is closer to the
situation than anyone-else-lie
would not be .a part of it, if
Tarkenton, the quarterback of
. the Minnesota Vikings, had
not decided to skip Monday
night's game in Seattle.
Tarkenton claims an injury
suffered about four weeks ago
in the opening round of the.
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Delaware 73, .Maine 67









Indiana 73, Northwestern 58
Minnesota 83, Illinois 69
Ohio St 60, Wisconsin 58
Purdue 87, Iowa 76
. SOUTHWEST
----SE 'Missouri at Arkansas St.
_ .pdp.. bad weather
Texas-El..Paso 69, Arizona St
60
Tulsa 74, Drake 70
W Texas St 68, Oklahoma'
,..kity 65
FAR WEST
Arizona 89, New Mexico 87
Nevada-Reno 87, Portland 86
.‘ Oregon 72, Washington 68. OT
Oregon St_ 61, Washington St
-58 • -
Stanford 68, Southern' Cal -64
UCLA 82, California 76
National Football League
playoffs is forcing him out of
this annual all-star game —
though he never reported any
after-effects from that game "
-when he played in theNational _
Conference championship-s
and in the Super Bowl.
pulled this," Hart said of
Tarkenton's withdrawal.
"Personally, I couldn't be
happier. It gives me a-chance
to play in a game that only a
few players get a chance to
play in. rm absolutley
delighted to be here. Listen,
it's more than just anther
game. It's an honor." _
Tarkenton, it must be noted,
Is not the only Pro Bowl
selection pulling out of this
meeting -.of American and
National Conference stars.
Five others have done the
same — but that hasn't stilled
the criticism of Tarkenton.
"If a guy's chosen to play in
a game like this," said Hart,
-he should have the decency
to be a part of it. It's not
asking too much."
Tarkenton has now been'
selected to four Pro Bowls.
But he has appeared jn only
one, in 1971. This makes the
-third straight year he is by,.
passing this game, which
follows the Super Bowl by one
wrek.
--His-eXcuses are wearing a
little thin, don't you think?"
Of
Dallas, elevated to the NFC
starting quarterback job by
Tarkenton's absence.. "I think
what he's doing is
disgraceful."
g Even one ,of Tarkenton's
teammates, rookie wide
receixer Sammy White, was
critical of his quarterback. .
"If it was really a bad injury. . .
that was keeping him out, like
Franco ( Harris of the Pitt-
sburgh Steelers ), I could see
it," White said. ."But from
what's being said, I just don't
know.
"This is my first game, so
I'm all excited about it. Maybe
if I'd been picked for a lot of
them, I'd feel different — but I
hope not. I mean, the fans are
paying to see the best players
in the game. That's what they
deserve: That's what they
should be seeing."
Five Players Tied For Top
Spot in Tuscort Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. 1AP) —
Johnny Miller has the putting
miseries. .
Miller, who had won the last
three times out here,
struggled to a two-over-par 74
Thtirsday that left him seven
strokes back of Tom Watson
and four others who shared
the lead at 67 in the un-
Snow Tires






S 12th St 153-4961
completed first round of the
$200,000-Joe Garagiola-Tucson
Open Golf Tournament. .
Sharing the top spot with
Watson were nonwinners
Andy North, Alan Tapie, Gary
McCord and Dr. Gil Morgan.
"I'm finding out this course
is a lot tougher than I thought
it was," Miller said of the
7,305-yard Tucson National
Golf Club course, whiCh- he
blistered with a 25-under-par
winning total two years ago:.
"I guess Fm just starting off
the way ...j? ou're supposed_ to
start the season. I'm kind ot
uncertain, unsure of my
game. That's the way you're
supposed to be at the start of
—111-e-5e'ason, isn't it?"
The start or the day's play
was delayed more than one-
half hour by frost and frozen
greens and 27 players were
stranded on the course by
darkness. , They were
scheduled to 'complete their
-rounds Friday 'morning..
None of them appeared
position to challenge for the
lead.
Craig Stadler was. alone
with a.66, four under loar and
just one stroke out of the lead,-
with Jim Dent, Tommy Aaron,
Joe Inman, Jerry McCCee..and
kik Massengale gripped at 69.
Grover Woolard Hoping
For Shot At Pro Career
By MIRE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The ball comes off the rim
and Grover Woolard sprints
toward the 'other end .of. the
floor. In front of him is a
defensive man. Woolard takes
the ball and passes behind his
back for an assist and the
crowd 'goes craZy.--
For four years, that's been
happening in just about every
Murray State University
basketball. game. The thing
that makes it so unique is that
Crover Woolard is a 6-8
guard; he's billed as the
tallest guard in the nation.
Five or six years ago,
Grover Woolard never thought
much about playing college 
basketball. He never even
_thought about college.
When_ you srow up-in the
ghetto of Newark, New Jer.
sey,' you think more about
trying to stay alive and
keeping out of trouble.
. "I greW7up. dead smack in
the middle" of the ghetto,"
Woolard said.
"But I was raised by a nice
family. I had a real religious
mother and she took us to
-thureb-withner every Sunday.
Out of four brothers in my
family, I'm the only one to
ever gb to-college. They are all
pulling for - me to be
something."
Grover Woolard knows what
the "siamething" means. For
him, it's a career in
professional basketball. And
with his tools, knowledge of
the game and intelligence,
he's certainly, headed on- the
right course.
"My Main purpose in
playing pro ball is to get my
mother out of the situation
she's in. It's something she
can't help. Newark is a rough
place. A lot of people back in
the ghetto just don't have
anyone/to push them. to go tc.
school! Fortunately, my higj
school -basketball coach. anti
several other people pushed
When he was a junior,
Woolard stood - 6-2. A year
later, he 'had grown four in-
ches.
As a senior, he was named
as one of the top 50 high school
players in the United States.
He turned down schools like
Notre Dame, Creighton -and
Houston because he wanted to
go to a smaller school. .
"I wa sirnpressed with Fred
OVerten'S recruiting. I felt
that going to a school the size




2- Woolard had never been out
of the city in his life. He had
gone over into New York City
a few times but he'd never
seen the-countryside. He saw
his first cows and horses when
he came to Murray.
His first year at Murray was
tough. He earned a starting
job on a team that brought
Murray State its first losing
season in 14 years. He was one
of the best freshman Players
in the nation but yet, he
burned to play for a winning
team.
- "After my first year, I got
my head together and decided
that since I was here, I was





Phila 2.3 15 .605
Boston 19 19 .500 4.
NY Knks 19 19 .500 .4
Iluffalci —15-25 .378 9
NY Nets 12 26 .316 11-
Central Division
Cleve 23 16 .590
Houstan_ 20 17 .541 2
Antorr---20--• 20 -4/10-3½
Wash - 19 19 .500 31/2'
N Orins 19 21 .475 41/2
Atlanta 14 28 .333 101/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE:-
Midwest Division
Denver 27 12 .692 —
Detroit 23 18 .561 5
Indiana 21 20 .512 7
Kan City 19 21 .475 likt
Chicago 15 22- .405 11
Milwkee 13 29 .310 151/2
Pacific Division
Portland 28 13 .683
Los Ang z.5 14 .641 2
Seattle 29 19 .548! 51/2
Goldn St 20 18 .526 61/2
Phoenix 16 22 .421 101/2
Thursday's Results
Kansas City 116, Golden State
114
Phoertfx 131, Detroit 101
Frlday-6 Games
Portland at-Boston
New Orleans at Buffalo
Atlanta at New York Nets
Kansas City at Philadelphia
Golden State at Indiana
Washington at Chicago
Los Angeles at San Antonio
Houston at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Denver
ltsIew York Knicks at Seattle
• Saturday's Games
Portland at Washington
Kansas City at Atlanta
Buffalo at Detroit
Milwaukee at Chicago
Los Angeles at Hou.ston 
.
CleVeland at Phoenix
• cSunday's Game •
New York Nets at . Boston-,
afternoon '




at San Antonio. after-- -- - •






because no longer de the
Racers have to rely on himfor
the outside shooting, although
he-is free to shoot when be
wants. ,
"People used to tell me I
couldn't miss. I don't feel that
way now. I'M not con-
centrating the way I used to.
Now, if I shoot, I wonder if I
ran the play right or did the
right thing.
"I really haven't been
concentrating on offense as
much as I should. I can score
30 every game if I want to but
if my job is to get the tall
inside and help run --the of-
fense, then that's what I'm
going_to make the best of it. I 
never had any second
thoughts about leaving."
The nett" two seasohs were
not any better, . Tiger/m-6.
dissension and bad luck tore
apart, what talent Fred
Overtoii had to work w,ith.
Woolard was one of the few
bright spots.
"My sophomore year in high
school wasn't good and neither
was my junior year. But my
senior year, things changed
around. I always felt like
sooner or later things would
change . around at Murray
State."
They did. Assistant coach
Jim Calvin went out and
recruited some of the finest
talent in the nation to go along
with Woolard. Going into this
weekend's games, the Racers
are 9-4 on the 'Season. The
losses have been to Kansas,
New Orleans, Nevada-Las
Vegas and a Morehead club
that loses at home about as
often as oil companies lower
the price of .their products. -




'1 would rather run -Me
plays and win than to be
. scoring ,30a, genie -and- lesing.2'
live- one- weak --link - his
game has been his defense.
But he is spending much time
working on that phase of the
game.
"I have a tendency on
defense to drop off my man
and fall back to help Someone
else. That leaves my man
Open for the outside shot. I'm
going to have to learn to stand
and guard my man."
Woolard says he hopes to
_play as a "swingman"
pros. As a second guard, he
would be more free to roam
the basket and use his height
to a greater advantage.
"I'd like to get drafted in the
top three rounds. If I cart stay
atit and keep a level head, I
figure someone will pick me
up.
"I already have, an _agent
and he tells me the Pistons,
Nets and Knicks are all in-
terested in me: My agent
thinks I have a 'pretty- good
shot at making it. •
"A lot of it though is politics.
We'Ve had some pretty' good..
players at Murray State over
the last few years who I
thought shoald have played
pro ball. It's all who you
know."
Woolard knows his future in
the pro ranks depends upon
bow Murray State fares this
season. He knows that pro
scouts look at the record of a
team.
"If we can just stick
together and everyone get
along on and off the court,
we're going to surprise some
people. We really haven't
realized our potential. We
have some guys on this team
who can jump with any player
in the whole country. I don't
fthink there's any limit on how
Tar we can go, if everyone will
realize their potential,"
Woolard added.
Woolard has 1163_ points_
thus far in his career at
Murray. If he wanted to, he
could score a lot more, and go
down in the record books. But
record books don't mean that
much. Whining does.
For Grover Woolard,
winning means his chance to
escape the ghetto forever.
Ruling On Kuhn-Finley
Case Two Months Away.
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Hearings
in Charles 0, Finley's 83.5
million suit against baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
have ended, but Judge Frank
McGarr of U.S. District Court
is not expected to hand down a
decision for about two months.
The 15-day trial ended
Thursday with conclusion of
cross-examination of Kuhn.
McGarr gave attorneys for
both sides 45 days to file final
briefs on Or before Feb. 28.
Last June 15, Finley sold
three players — outfielder Joe
Rudi and pitcher Rollie
Fingers to the Boston Red Sox
for $1 million eachInd pitcher
Vida Blue to the New York
Yankees for $1.5 million.
Kuhn voided the sales on the
grounds they were not in the
best interests of baseball and
Finley followed with his suit
claiming the sales were none
of the commissioner's.
business.
.The defense has argued that
the commissioner's powers in
baseball are absolute and all-
encompassing and that
Finley's sales were disruptive
to the competitive balance of
baseball. Finley's lawyers
insist that the deals broke no
rules, were within the laws of
baseball and were not unlike
previous sales in the game.
McGarr repeatedly has said
that the issue before him is
whether Kuhn had the
authority to void the sales.
McGarr also dismissed the
Red Sox and Yankees from the
suit, saying it was "clearly a
matter _between Finley and
Kuhn."
The final day of the trial was
-taken up- with cross-
examination of Kuhn by _




Sensational Mill Purchase of Regular $1.29 to $1.99 Yd.
BRAND NEW SPRING '77
COTTON PRINTS
• Newest Prints, New Spring Colors
• 100% Cotton, Polyester & Cotton
• 49- wide, Machine Washable, Dripttr
• 2 to 10-yard -Fashion Lengths
• Hurry, Limited Quantity- at each store
774
New Spring '77 Knits at Savings from $1.12 to $2.12 a yard!
s PRINTED INTERLOCK KNITS
COMPARE THESE ELSEWHERE Al $3.00 & $4,00 D
•
• 
• -Full Bolts, 60- wide, Machine Washable
• 1009‘ Polyester Interlock knits
• All the new Colors, All the new Prints
• Come Early for Best Selection! 488
4‘S4 ***** S%*%;)* *
Now! Even Further Reductions! Our Regular $1.99 to $3.99 yd.
FALL & WINTER
FASHION FABRICS
• All nom out , rem_u)at Studs!
• Polyester Pongees, Cord in oy Brushed Depiini-
- Flannels, Brushed' Cabins & T,wilts and many .
many -whet- fine fashion fabrics!
• Don't miss these, unbelievable Fabric Buys!








, If after, purchase of Fafnir. loon REMNANT HOUSE )ou find
that imuc.bn purcham Itie ioentwat first ouality fahri: from
arty other retailer tn the Jade area at-a ioorer price,
*ERMAN? HOUSE rill cheerfully reltincl
the tliflerente
•




ta 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
Sale Starts Saturday
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Wake Forest Stunned
By Tar Heels, 77-75
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When North Carolina plays
basketball, They employ a
points and Osborne Lockhart
added 19, boosting Minnesota
over Illinois. It was the Ilth
victory for the unbeaten
mixed bag of tricks.. Gophers.
The Tar Heels throw such Herman Harris pumped in
intriguing ploys qt, the op- 24 points and Phil ,Taylor had
position as the run-and-jump i22; leading Arizona past New
defense, the point zone and the
mixing of pressure defenses.
It is enough to drive teams
dizzy - and seventh-ranked
Wake Forest got caught in this
wild traffic Thursday night.
-Carolina is a fine team,
particularly on defense," said
Wake Forest Coach Carl Tacy
after a 77-75 loss to the
nation's No. 5 team. "They
madi it tough fortis.:
Dean Smith, mastermind of
those complicated defensive
setups at North Carolina,
found A Jekyll-and-Hyde
quality in his team. He said 76; Mike Glenn fired in 18
the Tar, Heels were meek in.
Mexico. The Wildcats, the
defending Western Athletic
Conference champion-s,
opened leads of 11 points in
each half, but could not shake
the stubborn-Lobos.
David Greenwood scored 34
points and Marques Jotumon
had 20, pacing UCLA over Cat. -
Ernie Kent scored nine




scored a game-high-24 points,
leading Purdue over Iowa 87-
the liWnSterS- ul the Former Coach Lashessecond
"I was pleased with our play
in 
the thesecond halfsdisplease 
first," aid Smith
d 
. Out At Dorothy Hamillin. , 
"Wake Forest is probably the
quickest team we've played. If
there was any key, it was
probably Tommy LaGarde's
play. I liked his defensive
-work against (Rod ) Griffin."
, Griffin, usually one of Wake
Forest's big scorers, was held
to.12 points.
In other college basketball
games involving ranked
teams, No. 9 Minnesota
defeated Illinois 83-69, No. 10
Arizona edged New Mexico 89-
87, No. 12 UCLA whipped
_California 82-74, and No. 20
Oregon stopped Washington
72-68. in overtime.
North Carolina trailed by
seven points with 16 minutes
to play before rallying behind
La-Garde and John }Wester.
La-Garde led all scorers with
22 points, while Kuester
scored two crucial baskets at
the end, keeping the Tar Heels
ahead.
A capacity crowd of 8,200 at
Winston-Salem, N.C., saw
North Carolina, 12-1, take over
first place in the Atlantic
Coast 'Conference after
trailing 52-45 early in the
becviiu nail.
CINCINNATI (AP), -
"They promised money that
never came true," said an
angry Carlo Fassi, explaining
why he has sued Olympic
skating gold Medalist Dorothy
Hamill and her parents for
$96,000 in allegedly unpaid
fees.
Fassi, who coached Miss
Hamill and Peggy Fleming to
iceskating's pinnacle, lashed
out bitterly Thursday while in
Cincinnati for the Midwestern
Skating Championships.
"It bothers me that she tells
People Magazine that she's
paying $25,000 a year for
training," said Fassi. "I don't
know where that money's
going. I never saw a penny."
Fassi, 47, Alleged that he has
not received $9,018 in lessons,
$3,205, in travel expenses and
$84,600 for- what heconsiders
his 15 per cent for his role in
HamilFs - million-dollar eon-
tract with Ice Capades.
"I'm not really all that
concerned about her contract,
but I'm really bitter about the
other things. They (Miss
 Hamiiland iter—pai ents
Mike Thompson scored 25 promised money that never
























Authorized Hulk Bender Center
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 753-9868
\i„ •
for four years. Now, they don't
want to acknowledge me,"
said the Italian-born Fassi, a
two-time European -skating
champion during the mid-
1950s. 
"We never signea a con-
tract. I was- -used-to dealing
with people like Peggy
Fleming. I never signed a
contract with Peggy and I
never had any problem with
her. She was like a gentleman:
She paid for all her lessons as
soon 't as she turned
Grant Denied
NAIROBI, Kenya (41P) -
Kenyan sports authorities said
today they have refused to
allow star middle distance
professional and also took the
time to help some of my
skaters."
But, F-assi emphasized,
will insist on a contract from
now on. I don't know if that is
permitted oft the amateur
level or not. But I will insist."
points, including a crucial
baseline jumper with 1:47*
remaining, as Southern . Kings Give Fans Lesson
S
0  11 1111 11 I I MLR
P R TS
Illinois held oft Wichita State
60-59; Ohio State, down 10
rallied behind Kevin Ram- With Comeback Victorypoints early in the game,
sey's 18 points and nipped .
Wisconsin 60-58 on Tony Hall's KANSAS CITY (AP) - Phil
tip-in . with two seconds Johnson wishes he had the
remaining, and Teko W)rn- telephone number of everyone
der's 22 points paced Tulsa who left early Thursday night
past Drake 74-70. and gave up on his Kansas
Also, Indiana whipped City Kings.
Northwestern 78-53 behind He thinks it was a shame
Kent -Benson's 32 points; Will they missed seeing Brian
Vanley came off the bench and Taylor., spark a 12,point out-
sparked Texas-El Paso to a 69- burst and Richard Washington
60 victory over Arizona State; hit the winning basket on
:a 21i3Oinf performance by long jumper with two seconds
Mike Bretz iedStaniord over left as the Kings rallied for a
Southern Cal 6844, and 116-114 National Basketball
Oregon State _stopped Association victory over the
Washington State 61-58.behind Golden State Warriors.
, Rocky Smith's 22 points. "And that " , said Kings
Coach Johnson after the final 31-point lead en- route to play at least another year  - paper_knees, is conceded La
."ii-ifor411-theSe IbeAting-Detralti- - ------ana.-WilIcliiii-XoTi.-7-XiigiTia:-:-11112-.111e-SharPest. -mind and
deadliest passing arm in the
game.
If the Rams and Jets let
sane judgment prevail over
back room wheeling and
dealing, the ingredielos are
present to benefit both parties.
Why not an even trade - the
Jets giving up Namath to the
Rams for the disenchanted
Ron Jaworski? Quarterback
for quarterback, even-steven.
Jaworski has played out his
option with the Rams and
disclosed he prefers to play
elsewhere. Namath has said
he isf• ready and willing to
relieve the Jets of their
$450,000 option on a third year
of his dying contract.
The deadline is May 1. If the
who leave early. They
shouldn't walk out when we're
only down by 10 with two
minutes to go." . •
In the only other NBA game,
the Phoenix Suns trounced the
Detroit PistoM 131-101.
The large percentage of the
5,895 Kansas City fans
who left had good.reason for
disgust. The Kings had blown
a 17-point lead in the first
quarter and seemed in deep
There was no immediate/ trouble.
response from Miss Hamill. But Sam Lacey began the
Fred Skidmore, a public Kings' rally with a jumper
relations man with Ice from the left side of the lane
Capades, said "At this point, and Ron Boone kept it going
Miss Hamill has not been with a steal and layup. • tournament when John
served,with anything legal, so Taylor followed with the Alexander of Australia beat
there can be no statement at first of his two three-pclint
this time."
By WILL GRIMSLEY "Who wants him? - he's all
AP Special Correspondent washed up," said the severer
NEW YORK )AP) - "In all critics. "If Joe had.been with
his life, Joe Nemeth has never Loa Angeles this year, the
been a loser," said the man in Rams would have won the
the plaid jacket. "He is a -National Conference and
proud person. He would like-to - probably the Super Bowl,"
exieirom football on a winning countered supporters.
The sharpshooting.. Wilkes note." Both the Rams and Jets are
hit 11 of 13 from the field for' a 'James-Walsh, Park Avenue playing it cool. Namath
game-high 25 points. Phil attorney, University of remains an expensive piece of
Smith finished with 22 and Alabama graduate, manager gridiron bric-a-brac - at
Robert Parish bail_ 20 for, of one- of sport's hottest $450,000 the highest paid
Golden State. commercial properties, knows performer in the game - still
Warriors star Rick Barry better than anyone else what to be placed on the bargaining
hit only four of 17 from the. makes Broadway Joe - even block.
field, but connected on eight on gimpy legs - run. It could be a :marriage
straight free .throws, ex- It is fierce pride. It is also an consummated in football
tending his string to 50 in a almost passionate love for the heaven. The Rams are a
folk -ID Short ''of his NBA', ame. Namath may be 25 per rough, tough team
record. . cent actor, 30 per cent TV tremendous talent and
Suns 131, Pistons 101 -. huckster', •20 per cent lady physical-strength obviously in
Paul Westphal scored 12 of- killer. He is 100 proof football. need of quarterbaa-guidance.
his game-high 25 points in-we "I am Sure Joe is sincere Namath is a field general who,
third period as Phoenix built a when he says he would like to despite a long history of tissue
Fassi said he has un-
successfully tried to reach the
parents and Miss Hamill.
"I- don't know what's
-happened-4o her. If thisis the
Dorothy Hamill that she really
is, I'm softy Dianne de Leeuw







basketball game scheduled to
be played tonight at Mayfield
has been postponed due to the
poor weather conditions.
It. is the second Tiger game
to be called off in the past
week. DETROIT (AP) - Robert
The Tigers are scheduled to Callahan, 58, long-time
resume Action Tuesday at director of athletics for the
Farmington. University of Detroit,
resigned Thursday, citing
health reasons.
Callahan,. who has suffered
from arthritis for several
years, underwent surgery
recently fcr artificial hip _
joints.
A university .- spokesman
said Callahan's post woad be
filled on an interim basis by
Dale Tucker, director of
administration. A committee
will conduct a search for a
permanent • successor to
plays and the_Warriors wilted,
"They were slow -getting
back,'+ said Taylor, who
scored 22 points, had four
steals and garnered five
assists, "Most of the guys had
their backs to me, so I took it
to the basket. • I felt- I .should
take advantage.- of -their
lackadaisical play. When.I got
fouled, I knew we had the
momentum going."
The Kings, who have won
five of their last six games,
almost had to go into over-
time. In the final two seconds,
the arriors gut the- ball,-fr-t—
him 6-4. 6-4.
To Play In Tourney
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
(API - President Ford will
play in the pro-am portion of
the Bob Hope Desert Classic
golf tournament in February,
tournament officials said
Thursday.
Ford has accepted an
invitation from Hope to play
runner Mike Boit to coppete the entire four days of the
in New - Zealand later this Classic, a_ five-day, 90-hole
month: tournament, officials said.
Bolt, one of the world's
fastest 800-meter runners, had
been invited by the New-
Zealand Amateur Athletics
Association to participate in
four meets - at Hamilton,
Christchurch., Wangui and
Auckland, between Jan.19-29.
But the Secretary of the
Kenya Amateur Athletics
Association, Isaiah Kiplagat,
said, "No Kenya-athlete will
be allowed to compete against
the Kiwis anywhere in the
world until the decision by the
Organization of African Unity
and the Supreme Council for
Sport in Africa to have no
more sporting relations with
New Zealand is reviewed.-
Kenya .was one of the
African countries that
boycotted the Montreal
Olympics. last year. The
boycott was to protest against
the decision by the Inter-
national Olympic Conimittee
to allow. New Zealand to take
part in the games despite its
sporting links with white-ruled
South Africa.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Jamaal Wilkes on an inbourils •
pass from midcourt. -Wilkes
wheeled along the left side and
shot, -but the ball hit the front
edge of the run.
Resigns "-Post
It was all over after that Rams,'" Walsh said, picking
quarter during which Phoenix delicately at a piece of broiled
shot 62 per cent from the floor flounder in a Manhattan
to only 37 per cent for the restaurant.
Pistons. 
.
. "Because of his various
TENNIS 
, injuries and because of the
BIRMINGHAM. Ma. -- decline of the Jets, he has been
Eddie Dibbs of Miami Beach a tarnished hero since 1973. He
upset third-seeded Manuel still feels that he can hold hik
'Or-antes of Spain 7-6, 1-6, 6-1 VI .. own with any quarterback in
the first round of the Hu- football. Jier__ would welcoine.
tournament. _ . . . That' Undoubtedly was the.
anotherchance to prove-niiiigharn Indoor tennis
-•• ArwjAng.:s Iwo-Aria - -re-ason- that . Joetossed out the
' Toni Gorman, who earlier bait a week ago prior to the
upset top-seeded Roscoe Super Bowl, saying if he
Tanner, was knocked out of a
$75,000 international tennis
Callahan the spokesman said
Austin Peay To Return
Home, Eagles On Road
Austin Peay'S basketball squad, fresh from a 64-60 loss tc.
Morehead, takes to its" home tourt Saturda for the first time
since Dec. 11, while Middle Tennessee State, tied for the lead
in the Ohio Valley Conference, hosts Eastern Kentucky.
Austin Peay, the preseason favorite for the OVC title, will
attempt to better its overall 11-2 mark against what coach
Lake Kelley calls -an excellent East Tennessee (State
basketball team." 
.
-We won five of the six straight games we played on the
road which is quite an accomplishment considerilfg the
teams we played," Kelley said. "It will be nice to hear some
loud cheering When we score points.. ,
"Sonny Smith has-done--a-super coaching job with them, -
Kelley said. "lhope that Morehead game will act as a slap in
the face for us and pick us up." -
East Tennessee, 5-7 overall, Matches_Austin Peay's confer-
ence record at 1-1. ,
MTSU, 10-2 on the season arid 2-0 in the OVC, tetts
league leading defense Saturday against Eastern Kentucky's
outstanding offense. •
Eastern Kentucky, 3-6 overall, has no wins in two confer-
ence starts,.
The Blue Raiders, selected by coaches as the "sleeper-
team of the OVC, face league co-leader Morehead, 2-0, Mon-
day. ,
"Eastern and Morehead will be two crucial games for us if
we hope to remain a contender in the leakue race," said MT-
SU coach Jimmy Earle. "We won two-big-ones on the road:.
we don't want to blow  it_hy turning around and dropping a
couple alome."
st"Wee Kentucky, 3-8, have its hands full when the
HiUtoppers host Morehead, 6-4, Saturday.
Western Kentucky will be looking for its first conference
Win aftei• two defeats, while Morehead Puts its unblemished
league record on the line.
Murray and Tennessee Tech, both 1-1 in the OVC, complete
the league contests Saturday as Murray hosts Tech.
continued football it would
have to be with the Los
Angeles Rams - not the New
York Jets.
Reaction was spontaneous.
Namath Would Like To
End Career As Winner
Jets don't sign or trade him by
that date, Namath would
become a free agent. Then he
could offer his services to
anyone, includrng the Rams,
and name Its price.
Joe's .price may not be as
staggering as one might
imagine. He is not, contrary to
impressions, dependent on the
football limelight to maintain
his outside sources of income.
Who ldiews7 For one last
hurrah, he might cut his
$450,000 price tag sharply. He
might even -agree to second
fiddle or backup status.
Athlete Of Year
TORONTO AP ) - Jockey
Sandy Hawley has keek.
 nameettOotarii;s 1476 At. W-
of the Year e a poll of the
Ontario' Sports Writers and
Sportscasters' Association.
The 27-yearold- native of
nearby Tilissisauga Ted North' -
American jockeys in victories
with 417 in 1976. His mounts
won a total of $4,546,723. That
amount was second only to the
total of Angel Cordero.
Hawley won - handily over
Olympic gold Medal winner, ,
skier Kathy Kreiner. Center
Darryl Sittler of the Toronto




- NEW YORK -- Johnny
Majors, who guided the
University of Pittsburgh to a
national- . championship last
season, was named Coach of




OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE
TOP QUALITY
BRUNSWICK TIRES










of tires to be
announced soon.











Sole Prliet Good ot.Over 600 Stores Throophoor the South-ond Southwest
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LET'S GET TOGETHER AND BRING
County-wide Meeting, 2 PM, Sunday, January 16, 1977
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
Don't miss Question/Answer Session with MSU's Bill Furgerson,
School Officials and Calloway County Athletic Boosters Club
4
ek,
THERE IS EVIDENCE OF REAL INTEREST!
4 7,9 5 0
- Has been pledged to date - MUCH MORE IS NEEDED!
With yoini help...
football in Calloway-County Schools could become a reality. It, together we ad
immediately and demonstrate our interest by making our pledges and donations NOW.




CHECK ONE: ( ) PLEDGE 
( ) DONAIION
AMOUNT: ( ) $150 





Kindly include this form 
with your donation, 
make our check payable
the Calloway 
County Football Fund 






BOX 86, Murray, 1(y.
YOU MADE YOUR PLEDGE?
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A
Schedules For Sat, Jan. 15 - Friday, Jan. 21































I I :30- landstmed





4:00l-. !laid of Sports
5:30-News
6:00 - Laerronc s Walk
7:00- Wonder Women







6: 15 - Agri. USA 7:00 - Sylvester & Limey
6:55 -Fern Digest 7:30 - Chao Chub
7:00- Woody Woodpecker cgo _lugs Donny
7:30-PIN Panther 9:00- Tamen
, 9:00 - Speed Boggy 9:30 -lbeamailsis
4:30-Mearter SIMIIII 10:30-Ark II
11/10-Space Gbeit " 11:00-Pat Abort
10:30- Sig Asia, Little Joke 11:30_ Wag eat Gams
11:00- Lead ef Lost 1210- asala GM
I 1:30- Moms, 12:30- hiweaties
12:00- Basketball 1:00 -fro city
2:00- Basketball 1:30 -31194104:00- Nosloville on Rood 2:00.... mews "
4:30 - Poe Goes Country
5:1110- Porter Wagoner







12:00 -Charlie Climis 4
2:30-Perry Masa




7:00 - Mary Tyler Moore
7:30-Sob Newer"
















10:00 - Space Ghat --
10:30- Big Ma, Little Mai











10:30 - Setorday Night
12:00 - Dreamt
- TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
NBC'S TV Western Has
KFVS-12  fallen On Hard Times
6:30 -Saari= Semester













2:30 - Perry Masi.




7-00 Mary Tyler Moors
7:30 Bob lawkort







1:00 - Simpamee Theatre 
-2
_:31-11111661 Baptist















7:00 - Ridge _to Dennis the Meow,
7:30- Day Disteteri 7:30-Jeff's Collie
11:00- James bikinis gm_ Nashville Gospel
$:30-Oral Roberts 8:30- Dey of Discovery
9:00 -Gospel Mr. 9:00 - Dissension in Faith
10:00-Odd loll CNN& 9:30-11 Is Written
10:30- Allialek, Animals 10:00 - Canimmity Wm**
11:00-Des Yews 10:30 -Herold of Truth
I 11:30-Golf 11:00- l
1:00 - Sepersters 
itany Smarm
11:30 - Meet the Press
1 2:30-toxin, 12:00- easkethel
4, 3:41 Sports 7:30 -Fenery's Welsh." '
, 540-Anybody Loam, 1340- TIM Explorers





4:00 - Movie 
15:00- Wilylbli Dobbs













11:30 - lanes Robison
9:00-Good News
9:30 - Oni Rabat%











9:00- Entertainer of Year
10:00-News
10:30-Perry Masao








4 0410 -Chmsgod Lives


































-LOS.. ANGELES, (AP). - it-doesn't seem to haw - "They put uaiel411141Itm., •
Was "The Quest'- 'an ufi- than a late hour for a Western, and
successful last-ditch effort to effect on police shows. ' 1 that hurt," said Gerber.
- revive the Western series, or Quentin\ and Morgan (Tile's) -"Wrjterna trachthmallY ha"
was it merely the wrong
show?
The NBC series, about the
search "of the Baudine
brothers for . their Indian-
captive sister, goes off the air
at the end of the month.
The TV Western has fallen
.on hard times and I miss it. I
don't miss the overkill when 32
ShooVern-ups rode the range.,





s'Tim Matheson and Kurt
Russell, proved no Match for
their Wednesday' night
competition, ABC's "Charlie's
Angels," a sexual tease with
the biggest fairy tales since
Mother Goose.
"The Quest" never caught
on.  -11k*e,_- _air7Interfsting




and fetid saloons. "Police Story" : •ou
11e-crities say that it*etnongc%;. 
generation th4 has been
through- Vietnam, Watergate
and pot doesn't- believe- the
poem slowly, .but we came
under pressure for the com-
petition end .f didn't get a
chance to gni* in 'the
ratings."
He said after the show
achieved its highest rating the
network muffed its chance to
build on that by pre-empting
the show In the following
weeks and failing to promote
it.
John Mantley feels that
'"I'he Quest" , wasn't the right
ohnisr Mn hring_back ,the
Welter'''. He was executive




• 'FINAL SCORE. By Emmett
_Qr_ogati. lio_K, Rinehart 4s;Win. .
ston. 292 Pages. $11.95.
- 'There is no way to count the
number of writers whose style
triggers mein., ie. -of Damon
Runyon and Dashiell Hammett.
However, it is easy to list those
who write in such a fashion and
do it well.
Count -Emmett Grogan
among them. And one other' .
thing, consider Grogan's style •
all his own, not an imitation. -
Its neWest book takes a little- -
while to 'settle dorm.as he in-
troduces his assortment of. mot-
ley characters, but once that is
done, it moves along well and
entertains. One of his 'writing
techniques- - using the lan-
tor in the rough start, but it is
-the .use Of the language that
adds the color to the }luny°.
nesque-characters. •
1.---1s-241ow the West Was
Wont". which ABC will air as
three two-hour movies
beginning in February -
Western is relevont. I couldn't_ plod phipgmatip_vart, that at__ "I thinkthere_is_a_ :task _
The-weetent-rystrafTtiimirty the Ihdlaus. ificrtot ill Wrote' sin betel-time, . . . .
p as s on in-
dependence  and deter-
mination, has plenty to say-
about how we got where we
are - besides being good
-entertainment. -
Concern over, violence also
tamed the Western, although
Perhaps it was the casting.
- -Russell,- the most-. claoraing
nd charismatic, played th
Matheson was the emotional
-and- -excitable -greenhorn
brother, but did not bring
enough fire to the role.
' Gerber feels "The Quest"
was a casualty of a bad time
slot and poor handling by
NBC.
there hasn't been a really good - ctincerns a pair of-couples
one: he said..:1,4y belleus bning and executing a series ot
that television goes in cycles 
-Tams burglary
oumrgplicated and suspenseful,
and that.* goad show sets off a Each successive theft get/
cycle. A successful show will tougher_ as it builds up to the .
aspaWwnesteinirniotartscwsienwcehetfictheiornito'rs block of glass containing nucle-
last one - the snatch of a
whatever." ar fuel, which would be sold to
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
40161-2 - •





9:30- YO4Or Own Time
10:00-Don No Shea
10:30-Nippy Days
1110- News Comte 2
11:30-All My Child.
12:00 -Rvan's Hope
12:30-Maily fool- 3:00--Wir of Night
WS11-3--
1:00- S20,000Pyranid
1:30-Owe Life to Live
2:00-Goal Hoop.
2:15-General Hospital-












12: 30- Family Feed
1:00-520,000 Pyrsmid
1:30 -One Life a lia,
2:15-Genesi Hospital



























S:30 -NBC lightly News


























6:25 - Arthur Smith
6:54 - Postor Speaks
7:00--Today
9:04-Sanford A Son



















6:30= Breakfast Shoo •
7:00-News
0:00-Captain Kangaroo .















4:30 - Andy Griffith
5:00- Tell the Truth
5:30- News
6:00 - CBS News
'Lovers and TN-rants'
Is One of Year B's est
an interested 'party.
Now, add the twin plot of .a
psycho who has taken_ it upon
himkelf to rid the-world Of the
misfits who frequent a particu-
-iar-bar.--To-do-this-cthe--psycho
- - -;--atelks-bisc--taFgetoeseys 
speed,' kills, thesis and then -
- anoints -each 





Francine du Plessix Gray-. Si- dittable. These passages of her of the,good life, the most tyran- tended victims include the bur-
mon 4 Schuster. -31-8---PogeTifeare told iirthe firsrperson. nicardespots -can-be- the--ones airs.
$8.95. . - Her sense of entrapment who love us-the most:" .This sets up a suspense that
•
Stmhanie, the heroine of grows, and she grasps, for free" But freedom, -she finds, is- runs throu/hOut the novel: Will
Franc me du Plessix ' Gray's dom. Her goal, however, trait-based &more than epiphanies Godspeed get to the 'crooks be-
smashing first novel "Lovers scends the Sexual and Me in,,- it also . requires a positive fore, during, or after they pull •.
'and . Tyrants, suffers a *Jong - tellectiiaI and hovers - some- identification of the immediate off their uittuia-te 
heist or will
,
history of oppressions„ begin- where in the realm of the ab- jailer, accompanied by a, long the law get to Godspeed first?
ning„from_dildlioo__ stradt.' , slouch towards rebirth. _____, Find .out for yourself. d ...,,
We first meet her as a child As she picks her psyche clean "Lovers and Tyrants" spar- . • - Dudley Lehew
-in -Purls-where-she is the object by shedding-the-4*A. of her op- kles with marvelous imagery. . . Associated Press
of the cloying. attentions of her pressors, she finally detaches Mrs. Gray's language is rich,   ,
_smothering governess. After herself from -::that rich thin bright and sensuous ,- woven Cellophane was first devel-
adolescence in New York, ̀the nurturing life in which's every into a tapestry - of sights, oped around 1900' by a Swiss,
returns to Paris where she has day was sliced up like a pie,' = sounds, tastes and textures. chemist named Brandenberger
a liaison with •a ludicrous „free at last from ber "familiar This is definitely a book to say- who was trying to combine vi- '
Frenchman descended from the tyrants."
Bonaparte line. • . Freedom for Stephanie comes 
-or-. .
Associated Press staining.
cose with cotton to make mate-
Connie Grzelka hal that 'would resist dirt and
_marriage and security lure a ft e r this long-anticipated
her lack to the United States epiphany : "Every woman's 
life  
anri-it-is- here that she Mirriel IS-4- series-of irexortisrns_frem.._
-___ -
an architect and settles down to the „spells of different oppres-




11:00 - Pro Said
1010- Newsweek
10:70-Mary Nortasen




































TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY -
Similarities Between 'Code R'
And 'Emergency' Not Accidenta
By JERRY BUCK thenl became rather paranoid
AP Television Writer
LOS kid-EMS- (AP
There are obvious similarities
6:00-Now, between the new CBS series
6:30- Moppet Shea 
"Code R" and NBC's
7:00- Arffersons
7:30-lusting Loose "Emergency!" -- and 
they
coe - Moods are not accidental.
30 - s Fear Ed Self, the creator and
9:00 -CBS Reports producer of "Code R," spent
10:00 - Channel 12 Reports the last three years as
10:30-Movie producer of "Emergency!"
1:70-News 
_ "It's similar in some ways,"
said Sell, a husky man with a
reddish beard. "I originally
got the idea while-on Catalina
Island doing some research
for 'Ernergencyl" '_Emergency!" His new show




























7:30 -Invent. IL Shirley



















7:00 - las Des
5:00-Poke Weasel















6:30 - SI211,000 Ovestioa
7:00 - Boa, Sae







J300- Wit•'s Who ,
5:00- M•A'S'
0:30-Doe Day At A Tins*
9:013-.4ank
10:110 -Chowisol 12 Reports
10:30-Movie
1: BO - Mem









7:30- Y oar et the Top
11:00-1mougoni Eve
















7:00- Good Times _
7:30 -Year At Top
0:00-Inaugural Ise










9:00-Streets of San. Fran.
10:00- Newsweek














































 10:00 - Choreal 12 Reports
10:30-Movie
1:20-News
about it. I never knew rhow
people really Telt-
When I was an associate
producer the producer was
leery of me until we developed
a close working relationship.
When I. went to NBC in the
programming departntent
they were pleased that I was
Bill Self's son. But Universal's
attitude seemed to- be that
they didn't want me working
on any of their shows."
He said he was pleased
when a, year later Universal
hired him to produce
Television. ;
Self -aid he wanted to take
"Code R" to NBC because his
father was by then at CBS. But
the senior Self asked him to
• bring it, to CBS, promising to
stay out of all decision
ma'king
Billboard's
thing that appealed to 
Top Ten Hits
, me about an island 4s-that
there's no backup. The fire,' Are Released
police and- lifeguard stationS•
are one-man Operations with '
;only volunteer help. And,
 unlike 'Emergency!,' _ we •
show the people' jetting intp.
trouble."
During a stunt for the first
show there was real trouble
and Self had to call for help.
• 111e Scene Called for A mart
to drop by helicopter to the top
of a Kellum balloon and scale
down to the gondola: The
balloon was tethered to the.
ground by steel cable - but
the cable snapped and the
 lolloon shot upward and out
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-Bobby Vioteo
















7:S and Semi arford00- 6-30
7: XI -Ike Neve
9:00-Rockford Flies
, 10:10-News
\ 10:30 - Titaight Show




7:00- Ten litho Dared









7:00 -Sanford & Son
7-30- Bob Nom




1,:30 - Toe& Show




6:30 - Dollg • I
700-Codes
11:00-Marre Cher
9110- 1 north* Sone
-Chnieme411.11opels1;01:1
•Movie1 ' 1,• -i









on CBS at 8 p.m. EST Friday,
Jan. 21, is a seagoing rescue
series aimed primarily at
youngsters. It is based on a,
fictional resort island off the
California coast.
"We play off the tourist
trade," he said. "The idea is a
small ceturnunity -that
becomes overloaded with
people who find various ways
of getting into trouble.
By The Associated Press
Here-are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiled by
Billboard magazine: .
TOP 19 SINGLES
1. I WISH- Stevie 'Wonder
(Tornio)
2. CAR WASH- Rose Royce
(MCA)
3. YOU MAK* ME FEEL
LIKE DANCING-- Leo Sayer
(Warner Bros.)
4. DAZZ- Brick (Bang)
5. YOU DON'T HAVE TO
I3E A STAR-Marilyn McCoo&
wet the ocean. Sherifts and Billy Davis Jr. (ABC IT* . .
coast Guard helicopters and 6. HOT -LINE- Sylvers
'oats
 
chased it for about 12 (Capit01) •
:niles until nit was brought 7. NEW KID IN TOWN-
down safely. Eagles (Asylum)' ---
Self, 34, was brought up in 8. AFTER 'ME LOVIN%
the television business, .a fast. Engelbert Humperdinck




, .p • , 
,
hindrante. His father, William 9. BLINDED BY THE *
Self, was bead of ly, LIGHT-- . mimic. Marui:s_ ....*
prbduction for 20th t.iiivleY-1 ,̀ Earth 15655 *9
We have it on
high authority that
sharing the ride is
a very good idea.
It made sense to Noah.
A-nd-it still holds true today.
Sharing the ride with just one other
person can cut your commuting costs
in half.
Think about it
Share the ride with





I pwfil • s;. .,-..1er O.-4, -' S l.1e; ,•,•••A!






We Have The Top Rita •
.
* • The Gory Wright The-hlew *Light of Smiles Av.erage White Bond' *
* • The largest Select/on of Tapes ood Albums in 1h, S Wee *
Fox sad k now CBS' est 
10.• TORN-13E EN TWO ' *
_ Coast head of production.
LOVERS- MaryMacGregor* Central Shopping Center 
753-5665 *
obvious help,"' be said. "But 
\Artois Aniericq)
"In the beginning it was an 
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Crossword Puzzler






















































































38 Greek letter ing
39 English 44 Smoot
, streetcar 45 Lifeless





1 ill3 111  5 0 7. i:.>::II9 10 11
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Gilmore Invites Chosen Few
To Watch His Indoor Execution
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -
Convicted killer Gary Mark
Gilmore - three days from
death, barring a stay - has
invited his girlfriend, an
uncle, two attorneys and the
'promoter who bought his life
story to watch his indoor
firing-squad execution.
Meanwhile, the warden said
he is taking seriously some
threats to disrupt the Monday
sunrise execution, opponents
of capital punishment planned
court appeals today to stop it;
and religious groups readied
vigils outside the Utah State
• prison, grounds to protest
---------------------------
Gilmore, 36,1v/rho declined
his option undeestate law to
also invite two clergymen,
was in good spirits Thursday,
said his uncle, Provo shoe
repairman Vern DAmico, who
"When see left, he was
exercising," DAmico said.
• "He was standing on his head
pulling faces (mugging) at
me." •
Warden Sam Smith, who
declined to disclose the indoor
site for the execution or names
of the five riflemen, said he
had received telephone and
mail threats from unnamed
persons saying they would
disrupt it. Smith said he took
some of the threats seriously
and would deny demon-
* NOTICE *
There is now a 2% penalty on all un-
paid 1976 County taxes until February 1,
1977.
After February 1, there will be a 10%
penalty added.
County taxes may be paid at the
yileriff's office at the Calloway
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strators access to prison
property.
"It is our intention that
there be no complication or
disruption," Smith said.
He said the outside gate of
the prison, about,' half-mile
from the main on/Wound on
the 1,000-acre site, would be
closed Sunday night. Be added
there would be a short "‘lock-
up" of all inmates at the time
of the execution..
The warden decI li‘ ned to say
whether lie would grant
Gilmore's request to stand
and face the five-man firing
squad with his head bare. In
the past, the condemned was
strapped to a chair with a hood
over his head and a target
over his heart:
Attorney Ronald Stanger,
one of five witnesses the in-
insite named, said Thursday
the others were --Gilitiores
girlfriend, Nicole Barrett; his
uncle, DAmico; attorney
Robert L. Moody, and
Lawrence Schiller, who ob-
tained Gilmore's signature at
:the- prison on .a.celltraet fur
book and movie rights, to his
life story.
Miss Barrett, a 20-year-old
divorcee and mother of two
children, was committed by
her mother to the state mental
institution in Provo, Utah,
after joining Gilmore in an
unsuccessful suicide pact Nov.
16. „
Stanger said it was unlikely -
hospital authorities would
allow her to see the execution,
incl added that he thought
Gilmore would consider it
"appropriate" to - place an
empty chair at the execution
site should she be barred.
Gilmore, who was convicted
of the shooting death of motel
clerk Bennie Bushnell-during
a robbery last July, has
consistently said he wants to
die for his crime. If he keeps
his date with the firing squad,
-GIIMere" WOUNI tie the first
person executed in the United
States since 1967 and the first
in Utah since 1960.
In a related action Thur-
sday, U.S. District Judge
?Woo Anderson denied -_11
-petition to allow reporters to
see the shooting. State law
specifies only that authorities
and five witnesses designated
by the condemned may be on
hand.
Claudine Longet's Trial
Set To Go To Jury Today
ASPEN, Colo. (AP) - It reckless or just the victim of
-took a week te-fin442-eitisens-•an-accident when-bee-lover
of this swinging ski town who
didn't already think she waS
guilty. Now, after four days of
testimony, they must decide
whether Claudine Longet was
FOR A MOMENT THERE : -
_HAP AIR FRICK WORIZrE:"






















was to-go to the jury today
following lawyers' closing
arguments and instructions
from state District Court
Judge George E. Lohr.
Both sides rested Thursday
after testimony on why a gun
went off in Miss Longet's
hands, killing champion skier
Vladimir "Spider" Sabich, 31,
in the bathroom of his $250,000
mountain home last March.
Miss Longet's former
husband, singer Andy
Williams, greeted her with a
kiss during a short court
recess. Actor Jack Nicholson,
who said he "just wanted to
see the trial," sat in on the
ciay'LRroceedings.
Defense and prosecution
spent almost four hours in the
judge's chambers debating
instructions for the jury in its
deliberations.
"This is a case involving
some difficult sonCepts of
negligence, recklessness,"




friend in an effort to prove
that Miss Longet, 35, "likes to
take chances."
James Lillstrom, an ad-
vertising 'executive from
Boulder, said the affair bet-
ween Sabich and Miss Longet
began in 1972 after a glass-
tossing incident in a bar.
Prosecutor Ashley
Anderson had said when the
jury Was out: "The way Miss
Longet got Spider's attention
was she threw a glass and hit
him in the chest, and belurned




wrong. "We heard Spider's
name called out very loudly,"
he testified. "We both turned
to look, and she (Miss Longet)
tossed the glass at him.
"He had plenty of time to
get out of the way. I think for
dramatic effect he let it hit
hirn."
Also testifying was a
firearms expert for the
defense. Lama Martin, who
works with a private
laboratory in Maryland, said
_ the pistol that killed Sabich
was fired from a range of two
' to three feet.
A prosecutien ballistics
expett has estimated the
firing range from four to six
feet. Th4 distance is important
• because Miss Longet says the
gun discharged while she was
standing close to Sabich as he
taught her to handle the
semiautomatic pistol.
Both sides agreed the gun's
safety mechanism was
Inoperable.
Martin also told jurors the
pistol's internal parts may
have been dameged by a
gummy layer of oil that could
have allowed it to fire without
the triggev being pulled. But
he admitted under cross-
examination that the only way
he could get the pistoLto fire in
testing argil° tatithe trigger.
Miss Longet could spepd up
to 10 years in the Coltirado
state prison and pay a $30,000







Ambolonce . . . . 753-9332







CPon ois, Cmitrol .  753-75$8
,Seoiar Chines -.  753-0929











requested to chick the





ANY ERROR St1OULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE- -
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-















buy, sell or horsetrade,

















FOR FREE OIL and



















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
laity use our rear en-
trance.
IF YOU WOULD like to
know what God's plan is
for you and you believe
the Holy Bible is God's
Inspired word. Call 753-
OM Saturday 11 a..mA







Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at














you to bring your
Vollowagon, Porsche,








Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
* daily, Monday-Friday
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.






Sinking Spring Baptist Church
If You do call:
Mickey Boggess 753.6270
5 lost And Found
LOST-LEATHER
change purse at Jerry's.
Reward offered. Call
753-3635.
LOST TWO DOGS, one
large white male
- German Shepherd that
answers to name King
and small male Rat
Terrier, white with
brown spots and brown
tail, answers to name
Joe. These dogs are not
wearing collars as they
were kept pinned up.
Believed lost in Almo








envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106,
WORK AT HOME in
spare time tarn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-









upkeep of several units.
Prefer man 45-60. Ex-*
perience preferred.
Write to P. b. Box 32Q,
Murray. '
$25.00 PER HUNDRED



















maturity is. We train.








































14 Want To But
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.







GOOD USED furl "size
violin. Please call 489-
2732.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9252.
WANTED:saIagve  B-J Auto.
. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.















'IF CARPETS look dull
and drear4emove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
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_
15 Articles For Sale
HAVE CEDAR CHEST in
perfect condition:' $100.
Call 753-7737 after 4 p.m.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. -Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Arnue. 753-677.
FIREWOOD FOR sale,
$15 rick. 50 locust posts.
Call-753-1358 ot 753-3047. _
FOR SALE - metal
detector with carrybi
case. $50. Call 753-6342.
FOR 'SALE - 2 glass
showcases. $20 each.
Cal173343342.:- "
MAMIYA C 330 camera,
normal and wide angle




Call 753-3229 after 5 p.m.'
BATH' TUB EN-
CLOSURE, kits. MI-
bleized and solid colors
can be .ihst.alled___by
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, kr" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$6.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin _
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.'
JANUARY FURNITURE
SALE. Big savings store











piano, love seat and
chair. Chifferobe,
roeker and small oak -
table. Call 753-4955.
19 Farm Equipment
.NEED GRAIN BINS, a




Products has' them. 'Call
15.3-295a. -
3 0 0 MASSEY
FERGUSON combine
corn head and grain
table. Call 753-1775.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




1973 20 FOOT Marlin ski
-barge: - 500 Meretry
motor and trailer, $1800.
Topper for short wheel
base pickup, panelled




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Loner&
Piano Company, acrOss
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The








Baldwin, Lowery - Story
ihd-rlarlt. -Largest







reduced 40 per cent, all
toilet seats reduced 40
per cent, a4 candles
price, all ihower cur-
tains 1,4 pfice, all
tablecloths reduced 25
per centf one group
decorator pillows
reduced 25 per cent at









• in Calloway Co.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple





FOR SALE - zig zag--
sewing machine. Full
cash -price, $30. Call
La ewouri,
LLOMELIIIMAITS AM-
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntable. $125 r best
offer. Call 753-4029.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 44 ONE BEDROOM.
Ideal for college student
Or lake, At Fox
Meadows_ $2200. Call
7534019 or 7534635, ask-
for Dan.




Washer & Dryer con-
. nectipns in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' -steel
storage ihed..Allontiour
-nice lots 100' by WO'.
Just 3 minutes away
, from take. Excellent
well and septic system.
• Call 753-53526:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 alid 3/4
bias, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
-:srt)1511-rE -WORMED MOOT IliE---PRILE
OF A GALLON OF FUEL Ol1 M.-
‘1.10F2121E12 AIT1rT THE PRICE OF A
Or







MENT, partial -utilitiett -
paid. Prefer girls. Call
753-9741.
43 Real Hate






bedroom brick on 21.4
wooded acres. _431,900.
• Call 753-5747.
BIG HOUSE for family,







and air, price $28,000.
,CaIl 489-2110 or -489-2261.
•
47 Motorcycles
1975 125 MX YAMAKA.
Excellent condition.
$425. Call 7534123-or 7W
LAND SUITED FOR crop 7699.
production conventional
or no-till. Experienced






. negotiible. Call 753-4003
' or 753-5167.
APARTMENT FOR rent "
. close to M.S.U. FOR RENT OR SALE: 8
Reasonable price. Call room house, 3 bedrooin,
753-6564. central heat and air, 4
Miles from Murray on
641...Call 753-5618.33. Rooms For Rent
Rooms FOR RENT in
.the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent









made any size for an-
tique beds or 'campers.








3-11 8c 114 shifts in Coronary Care & Critical Care
Areas. Salaries comparable to other Medical
Facilities in area. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Contact Director of Nursing Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital 502486-5221 Ext. 609, Hopkin-
sville, Ky. 42240. Equal Opportunity Employer.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado, extra nice, new car trade
in.
1.976 Pontiac Astr,.2 door hard top, economy
car.
_ .
-1971 Ponloc Bonneville, 4 door, loaded, new car
trade in.
- .
1971 6rd Maverick, 2 door, extra nice.
1976Cattillec, 4 door, new car trade in.
1971 Ford Wagon, extra clean.
. Good selection of new
Grand Prixs in stock









krpormo °nil acre _
lot in front of East
Elementary School, Cell
753-1775.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
SMALL TWO bedroom,




rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20 x 60, 808 CHESTNUT
Northside Shopping
Center. Call 753-0425 or
753-027.
1 Want To Rent
,WANT TO RENT as soon
-•
FOR' RENT OR -LEASE.
COZ•V COMFORT is the
e- 'word for this. attractive
three bedroom ,brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City, water
Ind sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central 'heat and air,
pat16Thi ,- r garage Warn
double concrete
driveway:- New and
ready for awful:aid Co
Move_rightrin. You will
love the -7-tip-to`-the-
minute a a iintments.
Do come--and see for
-Siiurself:--GUY-SPANN
retail store building on
south side roan square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753,5881
37 Livestock - SuppliA
HAVE AN OLDER horse
that needs a 'loving
home. If interested call
Barb at 753-2349.
BETTER MEAT for less
money. Corn fed steers
and hogs for slighter.
Call 753-9390.
EIGHT PIGS for sale.
Nice. $30 each. Call 489-
-at puzwiLle ia Mai-ray •-,---2456;-Hermarr
area. , Two bedroom




WANT TO RENT Bean
ground, east of Murray.
Call 436-2689.




• One bedroom, fireplace,
furnished. $120 per.








apartment for three to










Meat for,. 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Close to









During a recent survey
we, found that many
fanners Would prefer to
buy privately where
they could have time -ii;
visit, look over the herd
and see our facilities,
rather than buy at
auction. So we are
- devoting the • entire
months of Jan. and Feb._
to private sales .and
tours. HINDS FARMS,
\ Willow springs-Mo. 417-.
. 469-2029.








bedroom home on an
extra large lot cin be
yours. Spacious kitchen,
1°1:closet l'0011i and
tw baths. John C.
Ne er, Realtor,. 505
Main St., 753-0101 or
Ljzidit Drake, , 7534492:
TWO ALit*S OF *Id




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call' 753-
2226.
30. IN. HIGH trail min:
bike: Great Christmas
Gift. Good _price. pill
753-7327
48 Auhanotive Service
FOR SALE 389 Pontiac
engine (1964 GTO) with
factory three 2 barrel
carts. with 3 speed
transmission, complete
with carhurator linkage
and pedal. Great for a
pickup swap'. Runs good.
$100_ Call 753434r
FOR SALE - 289 Comet
Cyclone High perfection
engine - perfect for a
Mustang - never Beer;
started since complete
• overhaul - includes 4
speed transmission.
$300. Call 753-6342.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 OW 44 -ton, -heavy
duty springs and tires.
Only 8,000 miles. Perfect
tondition..Asking $3950.
Call 753-4716. "
;11L- SALE 1970 Buie*
„Electra 125 has all
'power and air; cruise




- in antiques. Call 753-0493
or 753-9222_ -
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753,5429.
$1575. Also have 1956 • -
Edsel Facer with rebuilt
engine and. _retinishecL4*









































Call  753-4124,. Smith 4th
Street, next to ,Drive-In
Theatre.4
1 Services Uttered
WE LAY RUBBER back
carpet $1.25 sq. yd. Work
guaranteed 1 year. Call

















by Sears save on -these
high- beat ,and
bills. Cali Doug Complete- -Patio ,and 
at 753-2310 for tree PtYrtrtes, brlek and' tlld
estimates. showers, entrance;
kitchens. Call J. Fit--
Hamilton, 7534500. '
my home. Ca111534552. _ _ .
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
FENCE SALES AT Service. Residential
SEARS now. Call Doug mobile home-hookup
Taylor at 753-2310 for and service. Licensed.
free estimates for your Roger Fein, 435-4539..
needs_
WILL DO babysitting in
GUTTERING , BY
SPARS, Sears seamless
- gnftrs installed per
your specifications. Call








home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
WILL bo inside or out- refrigeration, heating.
side painting and small Call 474-8841.
, carpentry work. Phone 
527-1959. WET BASEMENT? We
, make wet basements
-Rtzentte-At-impsnt-tirr,
electric heat, air a-guaranteed. - Gall or
condition, appliances, write Morgan Coin-
water pumps, water struction CO., ,Route 2,
heaters and wiring. 30 Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
•• Years experience. Call 42001. Phone ,day or
436-5676. night 442-7026.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail







753-0626. WHY. PAINT? lae1._91,0ver Call 753-5827_or 753-9618-
197i CREVROLE-T  and --Wilson put
901 Caprice Classic._ Four _ , aluminum siding_and HAVING TROUBLE
door, fta rdt op, AM 1970 FORD WAGON, good trim on your house. Also- ---- - -gErt1Trg those small
-  stereo tt and tape. $4650. congi -gtturr960. eall-41&------wffitwnt a carporTY.--- Plumbing jobs ' doner
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105 -
North 12th, 753-80110 or,









fireplace will keep you
cozy this winter in this
lovely 3 bedroom, / bath- --










Priced at $45,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in- ,





division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths;






room; 2 car garage ind
many extras This home
has lovely decor and, is
truly unique Phone us
'today for an 
r
ap-
pointment to view, this
1L_,,„ home. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
South 12th a' Sycamore
TELE/PHONE 753-1661
•
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWN , reduced,
seven • rootn,s;_s_nsLbath,
with aribasInent and
carport. Larg4 lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.
Call 3-4445. '5482. • Call 753-1873. • Then call 76343614
1972 DODGE "Colt 4 cyl.
automatic, 2 dr.,




1966 SCOUT, 4 cyl.
straight stick, good
body ancl runs good.
  - $450.0. Ph one 354-6217.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One









Wok gravel. Call 436- •
50,000 miles. $1515.00. 2306.
Call 767-4793.
1971 GREMLIN X. Real





Crager mags and side
$2500 Call 753-
1;61. ; • • .
-FOR-A-r E-
on all stump removal.








• 1974 V. W. Super Beetle, ---TRIC(AN prompt 
ef -
50,000 miles. $1700. Call ficient service. NO job





Ville. Excellent con- TANK and backhoe
dition,. Excellent tires.
• „ 436-2588. '
_
work needs call John
$2650. Gall 753 Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
white top. -85495. Call- MOBILE HOME•anch-ors,
7534446. underpinning, ' -
aluminum awning, and
t971 DODGE VAN, 6 'roofs sealed, Call
. cylinder, automatic, 31 . evenings, 753-1873, Jack
ton. Call 435-41)3 after 6.1 (lover. •
1963 FOR!) customized
van, mag wheeLs, 1







142.S.00 op, floored, rowdy to use. Al.. price, yore Hold as
low as 5300.00.1i II op to 24. 64 iforraird, bat will precut
pity size ritiodod. Soy IS. boat for loss.
CUSTOM BUNT PORTAILE BUILDINGS 753-09114
.1 t; Vy'hitfielci
GOSPEL SINGING
Saturday, Jon. 22, 8 p.m.
at the
Calloway Co. High School Gym
featuring
The Hinsons- Florida Rm.
Dixie Echoes
Tickets on sale now in main lobby of both
downtown banks.
Children 2.00 advance 2.00 at the door, Adult
3.50 advance, 4.00 at the door.
Sponsored l Fraternal Order of Police
DISTRIBUTOR'
We are in the booming automotive parts after-
market. No selling-we supply the accounts. Up to
050 weekly", part titheUp to $750 or more full
time. $2,995 investment'for inventory. For irk-
formation write enclosing phone,n umber and ad-
dress to: WAYCO CORPORATION, 175 Fulton




•ROSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAtt





Purdom and llitirri,dn Sedl t,tjtt
ADVANTAGE OF LARGE MORTGAGE
When. buying a home,
should you strive for a low
down payment with a com-
mensurately Large niOrtgage
Manr flere7s whit some es-
prit% say about the value of
A large mortgage. •
Ike- tower - vottc- *awn
payment IS-the easier it will
to- to sell your home in the
tuture. The -reasoning is that
!here will be a greater num-
M., of poria5ects syho have a
maIier amour of Cash
asailable to fair over
mull:equity than'tor a hug
down payment or eve
icing forced- to take out a
n ew lban At • possibly,
highrq isterestrate
The higher interest charge
is offset somewhat by a
higher ha% deduct*, the
money that Would_Alave_
been put into a larger down
payment can ,be used for
other income-producing in,
- ve4trtsewti.- Finally; it's
cheaper * to borrow mor
tgage money than any other
• kind‘ And you certainly may
have to *borrow -tor autos
and college tuition if you are
an_averageAmerican.
Consultibg with peopw -
ibout their real estate-Oeetts
IS our specialty. Drop try-Pur--•
dom & TtEurapin on thil
courlt Square "Or call Pad
ciobley 75.3-4451 Of 71511
BIS& We're here to '
• .
--Ae-etra.,as - -




Mrs. Ciara M. Rogers of Murray
Route One, Lynn Grove community,
died Thursday at 8:30 p. m. at the
We-so:Jew Nursing Home. She was 83
ears of age.
The deceased was the wife of Herman
Rogers _who died-January 11, 1976. Born
July 20. 1893, in Calloway County, she
aS a member of the Lynn Grove-
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Rogers is survived by one son,
carrol Martin Rogers and wife, Martha
.10, one granddaughter, Mrs. Debbie
Doron, and three grandsons, Steve
Terry, and David Rogers, Murray
Route One; four sisters, Mrs. Robbie
Wilson and Mrs. Homer (Iva ) Cohoon,
both of Murray, Mrs. Lucille Hudson
and Mrs. Myrtle Hamrick, both of
--tirrostcm7--rfexas. one brother, J.
Mayfieid, Houston, Texas. _
The funeral will be held Saturday at
•):30 m. at t cha 'el of the Max
-Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev.
• Julian Warren and the Rev. A. M.
OfMlating and GuS-Robertson,
- • Jr, _as-soloist, seeornpaniedby-Richard
Jones, organist. Burial will be in the
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may calf at the funeral home
after three pin today I Friday).
Funeral Is Sunday
For Mr-s. Edwards
The funeral for Mrs. -Kirby Edwards
will be held Sunday at two p. m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church .of Christ
with Bro.. Graham Mighell officiating.
fIlLi.• • I will be in the Murray -City
Cemetery with-the .Rutledge Funeral
Horne in charge of the arrangements.
Saturday from seven to eight p. m.
the wake will be held at Rutledge
Funeral Home.
• Mrs. Edwards. formerly of Murray,
died Wednesday at her home in
Evansville, Ind. •
SillTIVors are sbt- datighters,-Mrs.
mUtis'1'4.17rier ant -Mrs. Mane- 146•44, and .Lazes Dowdy serving
Meadows, Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Pearl the U. S. Army in:Germany; o
ne Sister,
- -Yates- and. Mrs.- Eierreva- -Mitchell; Mrs.. Leo (Eunice) 
Ryckert, Benton; .
Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Novel Patton and nineteen grandchildren; seven 
great,
Mrs. Rosell Jackson, Murray; one son, grandchildren.
Leon Edwards, Chicago, Ill.; three The funeral arrangements
 are in-
sisters, Mrs. Verssie - Stubblefield, complete but friends may 
call at the
Murray, Mrs. Hall Jones, and Mrs. L. Blalock-Coleman Funeral 
Home after
I. ,Stubblefig10, Toledo, Ohio; twelve six pm. tonight Friday t.
grandchildren; fourteen great gran- • -
dchildren. Rtes On Saturdayi 
Services Are Today




Eugene Alton, Sr., of 505 South
Seventh Street, Murray, died Thiirsday
_ak.10:45 p- ria-at_theC.ardiac Care Unit
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 59 years of age.
• The Murray--man had retired from
the assembly department of the
Murray Division of the Tappan Com-
._pany where he led been employed for
twenty-nine Years. He was a member of
the New Concord Church of Christ, and
an Army veteran of World War II. Born
March 26, 1917, in Henry County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late Dave Alton
and Era Hart Alton.
Mr. Alton is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Louise Williams Alton, to whom he
was married October 20, 1940; one son,
Eugene Alton, Jr., and wife, Kathy, and
- two grandchildren, Vincent and Laura
Alton, Murray Route Five; two sisters,
Mrs. Ralph ( Polly') Jones, Mayfield
Route One, and Mrs. Anna Huie,
Louisville; three brothers, Hugh Alton,
Santa Rosa Calif. Paul Alton, Warren,_
Mich., and Harold Alton, Detroit, Mich.
_ Funeral arrangements are in-
complete but friends may call at the
Blalock-.Coleman Funeral Home after
. six p.m. today (Friday).
'Convoy' Brought
To Life Here Today
The scing, "Convoy," was really
known in Calloway County this morning
as about fourteen "eighteen wheeler"
trucks came through driving south on
U.S. Highway 641 about 6:45.
The lights from those trucks was a
sight to behold as they "trucked" '
through Murray from the north headed -
south._ Conversations between the
drivers mcl Wier motorists on their
Citizens sand radios indicated they
were headed toward New Johnsonville, "
Tenn.
Funeral services for L. D. Parker of
Murray Route Three are being,heid
today at two p. m. at the chapel of the.
Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Jack Jones officiating and the
Warren Quartet providing the song
service.
' Serving as pallbearers are Naldie,
Tommy, Danny, William, and Larry
Washburn and David Lane. Burial will
be in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Parker, age 34; died Wednesday
at 3:20 p. m. when the tractor he was
driving slipped off the pavement as he
met a car on the Irvin Cobb Road and
overturned on him in the side ditch. He
was a member of the First Baptist
Church. His father, Robert Edward Lee
Sureivors -his ; • Jay,
Parker, died April 2, 1974.
ore - wife Mrs:it:
Lane Parker, Murray Route Three, hA
mother, Mrs. Robert ( Vadie ) Parker,
Sedalia, and one sister, Mrs. Edgar
( Notie Belle ) Wilfibirn, Sedalia.
Edward Dowdy Dies
Here Early Today
Edward Dowdy of Murray Route
Five died this morning at 7:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
was 77 years of age.
The Calloway County man, a retired.
farmer, was born July 2, 1899, in
Marshall County to the late Richard
Reuben Dowd Y' and Martha Dowdy. He
was -married March 10, 1923, to the
former AudieThOien, who survives.
Survivors are his wife; five
daughters, Mrs. Benny (Magdalena
Collie, Murray; Mrs. Truman
Kathleen) Bean and Mrs. Ray
Juanita 1 Barrow, Murray Route Five,
Miss Gladys Dowdy, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Mrs. Gayle (Velem) Finney,, Hazel
Route Two; four sons, R. L. Dowdy,
Murray Route Five, George Dowdy,
--Murray- Route-Fneur, Bob__ Dowdy.
Prices af Wockof local interest at noon
EI)T. today. furnished to the Ledger &
_Times by First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray, areas follows •
Heublem Inc 40,4 I.%





Texaco  274 unc
Generallic .'64 fine
GAF Cbrp! I 12% -'s




Franklin Mint . 29 unc
Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Sinking Spring Baptist/Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, speaking at both the eleven
a. m. and 6:45 p. m. worship services on
Sunday, January 16.
"We'll Cast Our Crowns At HitFeet"
will be the special selection to be sung
by the Adult Choir, directed by Tommy
Scott with Mrs. Scott at the piano and
Mrs. Jim Neale at the organ.
James Key, deacon of the Week, will
assist in the morning services.
The youth will meet at 5:30 p. m.
Sunday for practice rd will sing in the
evening service.
"Sunday Night at the Movies" will be
theme of the youth fellowship for all
youth • to tie held at the close of the
Sunday evening service in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Sunday School will be at ten a. m. and
Church Training at six p. m. Volunteer
nursery workers will be Wayne
Whitney, Whitn e y , and Karen




-A Rodent Control program for
Murray and Calloway County is being
sponsored by the Calloway County
Health Department in cooperation with
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.
Health officials said two thousand
pounds of rodent bait had been mixed
and is free to anyone in the city or
county to use in the rodent control
program. The rodent bait is safe to use
according to the directions for use
printed on the package, officials saicL
The rodent bait may be obtained
starting on Monday, January 17, at any
of the following Distribution Centers:
Health Department and Murray
Electric and Water office in Murray;
Crawford's Shell at Lynn Grove; Dees
Bank at Hazel; New Concord Grocery
at New Concord; Usrey's Grocery_at
Kirksey;1"Tr".tcy s -Maiker7 -/CH-cr;
Blaelderif - Grocery on -Highway 94
East.
Health Department officials - ex-
pressed thanks to the Calloway County
Coop, Farmers Grain,- Murray
Warehousing, and the Calloway County-
High School Agriculture Class for their
help in this rodent control program.
•
.
The Rev. Suitor will be the guest
speaker at the 10:45 a. m. services on
Sunday, January 16, at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.
The speaker is from Princeton and is
chairman Of the Professional
Development Committee in the
Leadership Development of the Synod
of the Convenant.
"Prayer" will be the sermon toj2ic
with scripture from Psalms 103 and
Luke 11 : 1-13.
The music will be directed by Kathy
Mowery with Jim Wright as org_anist.
-grulairSthool-V=itotThe -aid on
--Smithey, --January 16, -a -ctrurcIr
spokesman said.
-ArinottneementS were made-of Vie-
session meeting on Tuesday at seven p:
m., Adult Choir rehearsal on Wed-
nesday at anti- a
congregational chili supper on Sunday,
January 30, at six p. m.
For Otis Magness, Seminar To Be
The funeral services for GUS
Magness will be held. Saturday at two - state Re-so
Coleman Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. A. Bivens and the Rev. Clarence
Hare of Mayfield officiating.
Active-- pallbearers-will - be _Voris _
Whitlow, Jerry Smith, J. D. Pierce,
Lewis Hord, shltin Smith, and Charles 
Stallins. Honorary pallbearers will be.....
Herman B. Jones, Fred Stone, Burie
Miller, Dewey Parks, and R. E.
Goodgion. Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Magness, a resident of 313 Boone
Street, Mayfield, formerly resided on
Farmer Avenue in Murray. He was a
retired employee of the Assembly
Department of the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company, and a member of
the Calvary United Methodist Ch4ch,
Mayfield, and the Woodmerr of the
World. Born December 15, 1898, in
Graves County, he was the son of the
late Charles Edward Magness and
Martha Bradley Magness.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Mary
McCallon -Magness, ta whom he was
married on May 6, 1921; one son,
Charles Magness, and wife, June, and
three grandchildren. Leslye, David,
and Elizabeth Magness, all of
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Essie
Slaughter, Paducah; one brother,
Connie Magness, Murray.
p.m. at the chapel of theBlaloc-
A three-day seminar entitled
"Improving Management Skills: For
-NeW- or Prospective -Managers- Ti
scheduled at Kenlake State Resort
Park at Aurora Jan, 26-27-28.
Co-sponsored by the College of
13ctsiness and Public Affairs at Murray
State University and Penton Learning
Systems of New York City, the seminar-.
is designed to serve the needs of both
experienced and inexperienced
supervisors and managers.
The program deals with the objective
and impersonal tasks of management
and focuses on the human
requirements, -skills, and basic at-
titudes needed to perform these tasks.
It includes all areas of concern for
managers and covers the skills,
techniques, and tools necessary. to
achieve maximum managerial- suc-
cess.
Conducting the sessions from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. each day will be Or. Roy V.
Kirk, chairman of the Departrhent of
Management at Murray State, and Dr.
Roman V. Tuason, professor of
management and director of executive
programs at the Krannert Graduate
School of Purdue University.
Kirk, who specializes in
organizational behavior, has taught at
Huddleston Introduces
New Farm Legislation
WASHINGTON - Senator Walter
(Dee) Huddleston has introduced
legislation to exempt normal farming
and forestry operations from
regulations _requiring permits for the
placement of dredge and fill material in
navigable waterways or adjacent
wetlands.
Under existing regulations, a farmer
must apply for a permit from the Corps
of Engineers Before undertaking any
such activity. A strong effort was made
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the hedger & Times by





A. T. T. . . 62% 0,4
Ford . .
Gen Motors .. 75% -,4
Gen Tire . 26% unc
Goodrich  26 unc
Gulf Oil
Penn wait . \ 32'4 .14
Quaker Oats.... ......
Republic Steel.-  32% uric
Singer .. • . 19%
Tappan . . .. 10% • "4






'during the last Congress to exempt
farming and forestry operations ..but
Congress adjourned before final action
was taken OFi the legislation.
Huddleston pointed out that an
analysis by the U. S. Department. of
Agriculture shAs that the nation's
farmers would have to file at_ least
360,000 permit applications each year in
order a meet this requirement.
The permit requirement for farming
and forestry operations has only been in
effect for three months because of
delays • and a Presidential post-
ponement.)
The U. S. D. A. analysis also _in-
dicated that requiring a permit for
normal farming activity could cause
delays of four months or more for the
indiVidual farmer.
"To cause that kind of delay at the
same time we are asking the farmer to
produce more is an -absurdity," Hud-
dleston said. "The federal government
is already too involved in the lives of
individual citizens. This additional
imposition on the small farmer simply
goes hie far. It is unnecessary, eoun-





NEVV OFFICERS-The Calloway County Board of Education elected its new officers Thursday night From left to right are
county superintendant Dr. Jack Rose, newly-elected board chairman Joe Dyer and vice-chairman Walter Byars.
Rev. Suitor Guest Dr. Oakley Assumes Duties As
Speaker On Sunday New. President Of Country Club
. Dr. George Oakley, Murray dentist, club. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
has assumed his rels-msibilities as the L. Oakley, Olive Blvd.
new president of the Murray Country Howe, Sanders and Rayburn are new
Club, succeeding Dr. Ttm Miller, an members on the board, having replaced
assnci  te professor in the Department Buddy Buckingham, Billy Thurman
ofAcouric. ting and Finance at Murray and Richard Knight, whose terms had
State. expired.
Red Howe, Jr., a new member of the An increase of $75, from $175 to $250-,'
board of directors, has been named vice in clubhouse rental fees for use of the
president, while Dr. Joe Reitroat was facilities by businesses or social
re-elected secretary and J. H. organizations for private parties was
Shackleford was re-elected treasurer. authorized by the directors at their
. Mrs. Betty Jo Purdom will be in January meeting. The treasurer of the
- charge of the ladies arliTritre-s ir the art 61-EFFent#7""."--
. dub"- during g 5elf307,.::-Dr. —arrangements.--
Dick Stout will be in charge of swim-
ming and tennis; Tommy Sanders will
be in charge of the' men's golf ac-
tivities; R. T. (Buddy) Hewitt, mem-
bership; J. D. Rayburn, buildings and
grounds; and Miller in charge, of the
budget and club finances.
Thirty-four years old, the new
president is a long-time resident of
Murray and received his degree Olt -
dentistry at the University of Kentucky
_ in 190. He is married to the former
Patricia Ann Spann, and they have two
daughters, Elizabeth Anne and Mary
Katherine. He is in his third-year as a
member of the board of directors at the
the Harvard University Graduate
School of Business Administration,
Rensselaer .Polytechnic-institute, and
Purdue University. He has also worked
as a department manager in private
Industry _and served as a management
consultant to several firms.
, Tuason was formerly chairman of
management and administrative
sciences at the Hartford Graduate
Center of Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. His background includes 12
years of work in government and in-
dustry at top management levels.
Seminar topics will include basic
principles of management and how to
apply them, analysis of management
responsibilities, performance objective
setting procedures, organizational
principles, the planning process, the
five-step approach to controlling,
motivation, and communication.
Participants will learn:
- How to motivate workers.
- Howtocountershoptuiuioilwhieh
arises from production systems
changes.
- How to delegate operations and
manage time.
7-- How to plan, department ob-
jectives, set stapdards, and institute
controls.
- How to improve employee com-
munications.
- How to develop result-focused
organization.
The seminar fee is $395 for each
participant, with a 10 per cent discount
available to organizations enrolling
three or more people. All participants
must arrange their own Overnight'
accommodations.-
To enroll or to get additional in-
formation about the seminar, in-
terested persons may call: Phil
Deaver, Center . for Continuing





' Sunday January 16 and 23 the bus
service will be operating to carry
Murray State "Students to downtown
churches.
At 9:16 a.m. and 10:10 a.m. a bus will
begin piekirig up students at the front
entrance of Clark, Richmond, Franklin,
Springer and Hester palls. At 9:15 and
10:15 stops will be made at Elizabeth,
• Regents and White and at Woods Hall at
9:20 and 10:20. Stops will be made at
Memorial Baptist and the' First United
Methodist-, First Baptist and First
Christian Ourches. The return bus will
leave from the Town Square at hoon.
' In other action, the board:
Saw a committee composed of
'Miner, Stout and Mrs. Purdom ap-
pointed by the president to work with
the contractor in obtaining desired
corrections made in the club's new
tennis courts so they can be accepted
and put into' use. Knight and
Buckingham were named ad hoc
nie-mbers of the same committee.
- Discussed increasingly needed
improyernents in the club's swimming
tool. Rayburn, Stout and Rexroat were
named to a committee to investigate
the situation and to make recom-
mendations toward having them made.
COUNTRY CLUB DMECTORS: Officers and directors of the Murray Country
Club for The 1977 calendar year include, seated,irom_theleft J. It charkleford,
treasurer; Red Howe, Jr., vice president Dr. George Oakley, president and Dr.
Joe Rezroat, secretary. Standing, from the left J. D. Rayburn, Tim Miller, Mrs.
Betty Jo Purdom, Dr. Dick Stout and Tommy Sanders, all directots. Another
director, R. T. (Buddy) Hewitt, was not present for the picture.
Positions Available
TIME KEEPER - SALARIED
High school graduate or equivalent. To perform a variety of clerical, computing, counting, in-
ventory and other dirties, primarily those pertaining to computing hours worked for factory em-
ployees. Process and keep time cads on production employees. Contacting Industrial Engineering




'High school graduate or equivalent, above average typing skills. Perform various stenographic,
posting, clerical and related dirties primarily to assist Accounts Payable Cashier. Operate
bookkeeping machine, write checks, prepare daily cash reports, as occasion requires operate key
punch and assist in shipping and invoicing duties and other duties assigned,
PAYROLL CLERK - SALARIED
High schod1 graduate or equivalent, average typing skills. To perform a variety ol clerical,
computing, typing, posting and other duties to prepare factory payroll. Check daily ime tickets,
group and production reports for completeness and accuracy Make required deductions lor
savings bonds. Slate and Federal taxes. ek. Post all data to payroll records. maintain employee
records in current order and other duties assigned
Excellent salary plus broad hinge benefit package.
'For employee apgjication, apply at the.
Personrel Department of The Tappan Company, January 17, 1977
TAPPED" /.701M7diq
Appliance Group — Murray Operation
MURRAY, KENTUCKY '4-2071
Equil Opperivaity toseployte MIF —
"4"
